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ABSTRACT 
The Linear Prediction model was first applied to speech two and a half decades 
ago. Since then it has been the subject of intense research and continues to be 
one of the principal tools in the analysis of speech. Its mathematical 
tractability makes it a suitable subject for study and its proven success in 
practical applications makes the study worthwhile. The model is known to be 
unsuited to speech corrupted by background noise. This has led many 
researchers to investigate ways of enhancing the speech signal prior to Linear 
Predictive analysis. In this thesis this body of work is extended. 
The chosen application is low bit-rate (2.4 kbits/sec) speech coding. For this 
task the performance of the Linear Prediction algorithm is crucial because 
there is insufficient bandwidth to encode the error between the modelled speech 
and the original input. 
A review of the fundamentals of Linear Prediction and an independent 
assessment of the relative performance of methods of Linear Prediction 
modelling are presented. A new method is proposed which is fast and 
facilitates stability checking, however, its stability is shown to be unacceptably 
poorer than existing methods. A novel supposition governing the positioning 
of the analysis frame relative to a voiced speech signal is proposed and 
supported by observation. 
The problem of coding noisy speech is examined. Four frequency domain 
speech processing techniques are developed and tested. These are: 
Combined Order Linear Prediction Spectral Estimation 
ii Frequency Scaling According to an Aural Model 
iii Amplitude Weighting Based on Perceived Loudness 
iv Power Spectrum Squaring 
These methods are compared with the Recursive Linearised Maximum a 
Posteriori method. 
Following on from work done in the frequency domain, a time domain 
implementation of spectrum squaring is developed. In addition, a new method 
of power spectrum estimation is developed based on the Minimum Variance 
approach. This new algorithm is shown to be closely related to Linear 
Prediction but produces slightly broader spectral peaks. Spectrum squaring is 
applied to both the new algorithm and standard Linear Prediction and their 
relative performance is assessed. 
Power spectrum squaring can be applied to standard Linear Prediction at a cost 
proportional to p 3  extra multiplications and additions where p is the order of 
the model. It offers improved peak resolution and may be useful in spectrum 
estimation applications outside the field of speech processing. 
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1.1 General Introduction 
In the field of digital signal processing, it is often the case that the distribution 
of signal power with frequency forms a pattern useful in the classification, 
identification or coding of the measured waveform. Furthermore, it is often the 
position of peaks in this spectrum rather than notches that provide the majority 
of information about the signal. 
Any cyclic phenomenon that exhibits periodicity (T) in the time domain will 
correspond to a sharp peak in the spectrum at the frequency 4. This 
relationship is exploited in applications such as RADAR [Haykin, 19851 
[Schneider, 19881, Heart-rate monitoring, [Ansourian, 19891 [Kitney, 
Rompleman, 19871 [Linkens, 19821, Geophysics, [Claerbout, 19871 
[Landers,Lacoss, 19771 and many others. 
The analysis of the natural frequencies or resonances of physical structures is 
another application where the information of value takes the form of peaks in 
the spectrum. A structure or system may be stimulated by a signal with a 
uniform power spectrum such as an impulse and the response of the system can 
be measured at a second point. The spectrum of the impulse response reveals 
peaks at the resonant frequencies of the system lying between the two points. 
Analysis of this type can be used in civil engineering to avoid designing 
structure with natural frequencies close to those that might be produced by 
wind and earthquakes, [Slastan, Bencat, 1986][Brownjohn et al, 19871. In the 
process of communication by speech, the response of the vocal tract when 
excited by impulsive pressure waves produced by the glottis results in a 
spectrum with resonances. The dynamics of the vocal tract produces movement 
in the position of these resonances which is perceived by the human auditory 
mechanism. When analysing this physical process, the power spectrum of the 
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speech waveform is an important observable correlate. 
The fundamental transform for relating time domain data to frequency domain 
data is the Fourier transform [Lathi, 19831. By this transform a real or 
complex valued signal in one domain is transformed into a complex valued 
signal in the co-domain. The complex valued signal may be squared to provide 
a positive real valued signal. In the frequency domain this is known as the 
power spectrum. The squaring operation in one domain has an equivalent 
operation in the co-domain. In the relationship known as the convolutional 
property of the Fourier transform, multiplication in one domain is equivalent to 
convolution in the co-domain [Lathi, 19831. The convolution function is closely 
related to another signal function called the correlation function [Lathi, 19831. 
The problem of estimating the power spectrum of a time domain signal is then 
directly related to the problem of estimating the correlation function of a signal 
with itself (autocorrelation). 
The practical problem of estimating the power spectrum of an infinite time 
series, when only a finite frame of data is available for analysis, has two 
classical solutions. The finite data frame can be Fourier transformed and 
squared in the frequency domain or alternatively the data can be 
autocorrelated in the time domain and then Fourier transformed. In both 
cases, however, the estimate is imperfect because either the data sequence or 
the autocorrelation function or both are assumed to have values set to zero 
outside the known data frame. 
In this thesis the application of speech coding is considered. For this 
application there are two primary requirements. The first is that the spectral 
estimate should faithfully describe the resonances of the speech spectrum. The 
second is that the speech waveform should be representable by a few numbers 
that can be transmitted and used to resynthesise the spectrum. Spectrum 
estimation based on the Linear Prediction model satisfies both prerequisites. 
Application of the model circumvents the windowing problems encountered in 
classical spectral estimation as it permits the extrapolation of a few estimated 
terms of the autocorrelation function to an infinity. The Linear Prediction 
model is appropriate for the speech signal but the introduction of additive noise 
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reduces its validity. This problem is addressed in this thesis. 
1.2 Content of Thesis 
In broad terms this thesis is a study of the use of the Linear Prediction model 
for speech coding. It includes a coherent comparative study of Linear 
Prediction algorithms in the context of speech coding and the development of 
new spectrum estimation algorithms based on the Linear Prediction model 
which provide higher peak resolution. The performance of all of these 
algorithms when applied to noisy speech is studied and several frequency 
domain enhancement techniques are proposed and assessed. 
There are several known methods, developed over the course of the last two and 
a half decades, that can be used to apply the model to the speech signal. 
Five of these methods and one new method (unwindowed autocorrelation) are 
compared. The basis on which this comparison is made is a subjective 
observation of the estimated power spectra. This performance analysis is also 
designed to ascertain the best frame length and position for coding voiced 
speech. A short analysis frame positioned in the period that the glottis is 
closed, is popularly believed to be the optimum analysis position. Poor results 
using this analysis position have been blamed on the failure of algorithms to 
correctly detect the closure. A new theory is proposed, supported by 
observation, to explain the poor performance of Linear Prediction algorithms 
with short analysis frames. 
Corrupting a speech signal with additive white noise is well known to reduce 
the fidelity of a spectral estimate based on the Linear Prediction model. A 
number of techniques are proposed in this thesis, to process the speech 
spectrum prior to coding with the purpose of improving coding performance 
under such conditions. These techniques are designed with no assumption of 
knowledge of the noise power. Techniques include spectral amplitude 
weighting and frequency scaling; both done in accordance with the manner in 
which speech is perceived. Although similar techniques-have been applied in 
the field of speech recognition this work was completed independently of 
knowledge of this application. Averaging several orders of Linear Prediction 
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model and squaring the spectrum were also employed as methods of speech 
spectrum enhancement. 
Following on from the use of some of the frequency domain techniques, time-
domain implementations of spectral squaring and order averaging were sought. 
A time domain implementation of spectral squaring is developed using the 
convolutional property of the Fourier transform. A spectrum estimation 
technique known as Minimum Variance is shown in the literature [Marple, 
1987] to be equivalent to averaging Linear Prediction spectral estimates of 
different orders. This algorithm, however, has poor peak resolution compared 
with Linear Prediction. A new spectral estimation algorithm, based on the 
Linear Prediction model, is developed from the Minimum Variance algorithm. 
This new algorithm and standard Linear Prediction are enhanced by the time 
domain implementation of spectral squaring and their performance when 
estimating both noisy and clean speech is studied. 
1.3 Layout of Thesis 
Chapter 2 contains a brief background to Linear Predictive coding. Section 2.1 
places the method of Linear Prediction and other coding techniques in 
perspective. Section 2.2 describes the physical process of producing speech and 
indicates why the Linear Prediction model is appropriate for spectral analysis. 
The importance of the speech spectrum to perception of speech and the manner 
in which it is processed by the human auditory system are discussed in Section 
2.3. The typical structure of a Linear Predictive coder is described in Section 
2.4. The case for using the Linear Predictive model for coding speech in the 
presence of a high level of background noise is much weaker. In Section 2.5 
existing methods for the reduction of noise and the enhancement of the Linear 
Prediction spectral estimate are described. An alternative parametric model 
suited to speech with additive white noise is described in Section 2.5.4. 
Chapter 3 contains a description of the Linear Prediction model and methods of 
spectral estimation based upon it. The Linear Prediction model is defined and 
the criteria for estimating the parameters of the model are introduced in 
Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 Least Squares Linear Prediction coefficient 
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estimation is defined assuming an infinite data frame. For all practical 
situations only a finite frame of data is available for analysis. Section 3.3 
describes existing coefficient estimation methods some of which assume that the 
data outside the frame is zero and others that make no assumption about the 
unknown data. Section 3.4 introduces a new unwindowed coefficient estimation 
algorithm that is computationally efficient. The stability of all these 
algorithms is discussed in Section 3.5. 
Chapter 4 contains a comparison of performance between 6 Linear Prediction 
methods described in Chapter 3. In Section 4.2 a synthetic source signal is 
described. The reasons for its use and the selection of performance indicators is 
explained in this Section, and the performance of each of the 6 algorithms is 
assessed. In Section 4.3 the positioning of the data frame relative to the pitch 
period of a voiced speech signal is discussed. In Section 4.4 the performance of 
the unwindowed autocorrelation method when coding real speech is examined 
and in Section 4.5 the Burg algorithm is considered. In Section 4.6 the 
performance of the modified covariance algorithm is discussed. The question of 
frame positioning, when the frame length is longer than the pitch period, is 
discussed in Section 4.7. The variation in spectral estimation with model order 
and the effect of pre-emphasis are both discussed in Section 4.8. In Section 4.9 
the effect of additive white noise on three of the Linear Prediction spectral 
estimators is observed and discussed. 
Chapter 5 contains a comparison of several proposed methods for enhancing the 
speech spectrum prior to Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). The direct 
relationship between the power spectrum and the autocorrelation function of 
the speech waveform permits Linear Prediction to be performed on the speech 
spectrum. This frequency domain formulation is defined in Section 5.1. In 
Section 5.2 Linear Prediction of the Fourier Transform of the speech waveform 
is shown to produce spectral estimates similar to the direct autocorrelation 
method. The Recursive Linearised Maximum a Posteriori algorithm was the 
most promising Linear Prediction enhancement technique reviewed in Section 
5.2. The performance of this algorithm is measured in Section 5.3 and used as 
a guide to the capabilities of existing LPC preprocessors. In Section 5.4 speech 
spectrum estimation in the frequency domain by the combination of Linear 
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Prediction spectral estimates of different orders is investigated. This is also 
the subject of two published papers included at the end of this thesis. In 
Section 5.5 two methods of spectrum transformation based on the human aural 
perception process are investigated and in Section 5.6 the spectrum is squared 
prior to coding as a means of improving the signal to noise ratio. 
Chapter 6 contains a time domain implementation of power spectrum squaring 
and develops a Linear estimation algorithm based on Minimum Variance 
spectral estimation. In Section 6.1 the Minimum Variance (MV) algorithm and 
its relationship to combined order spectral estimation is explained. In Section 
6.2 a time domain implementation of power spectrum squaring is developed 
WP). Similar enhancement of the Minimum Variance algorithm (M 2 V) is 
shown in Section 6.3 to result in a Linear Prediction algorithm equivalent to 
averaging all the Linear estimators of a given order. In Section 6.4 this new 
algorithm is studied using the same test data as was used in Chapter 4. 
Further enhancement of the M 2   algorithm leads to an algorithm comparable 
with the L 2  P algorithm. The performance of both these algorithms is 
investigated in Section 6.5. 





2.1 Speech Coding 
Encoding signals for transmission in digital form is the predominant 
methodology used within modern communication systems. Among the many 
advantages of digital transmission over its analogue alternative is the huge 
reduction in signal degradation over long or noisy channels by the use of 
regenerative repeaters and the facility for communication security in a modern 
world where information is often highly sensitive. 
Of all the forms of communication signals, the spoken word is still the most 
convenient and effective when exchanging information person to person. 
Today, it must compete alongside telegraphy and computer data for limited 
transmission bandwidth. To meet this challenge, the ideal speech transmission 
system should result in high speech quality at a low data rate and should 
consist of reliable, low-cost and compact hardware. However, there is not only 
the familiar economic trade-off between cost and quality but also a technical 
trade-off between speech quality and data rate. Increasing hardware 
complexity can reduce the discrepancy but the general rule remains, that a 
high quality signal requires a high data rate. In practice therefore, systems 
are designed by first carefully considering the priorities for the application in 
mind. In telephony for instance a high quality signal is desirable, whereas, for 
military communications, a low bit-rate is paramount; providing security and 
resistance to jamming [Lomer, 19871. 
Figure 2.1 shows some of the many coding techniques applied to speech; 
indicating the data rates at which they operate. Broadly speaking, above 10 
kbits/sec digital coding may be applied directly to the acoustic waveform but 
below this data rate it is necessary to resort to some sort of parametric 
modelling of the speech production/perception process. In its simplest form, a 
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Data Rates in 2 Bits/Sec 
Figure 2.1 	A Guide to Bit-Rates at Which a Selection of Speech Coding 
Techniques Operate 
waveform coder interprets the analogue waveform shape using a band limiting 
filter, a sampler and an algorithm to code the samples. No account is taken of 
the nature of the speech signal other than the frequency band; usually 
restricted to a base band of width no greater than 4kHz. Delta modulation 
(DM) operating at around 25 kbits/sec is typical of this type of coder. It codes 
the difference between current and previous samples of the speech waveform. 
As the number of bits used to code each sample decreases to meet transmission 
requirements, quantisation causes degradation in speech quality similar to the 
effect of adding random noise. Further reduction causes harmonic distortion 
and eventually loss of intelligibility below 10 kbits/sec. [Wilkinson, 19711 
Fortunately, it is possible to make use of known properties of the human speech 
production and perception processes in order to achieve lower transmission 
rates without loss of intelligibility. 
Systems which employ analysis of the speech signal in order to efficiently code 
the speech spectrum are called VOCODERS (a contraction of VOice CODERS). 
Vocoders differ from waveform coders in that the majority of transmitted data 
is allocated to a description of the frequency structure of the speech signal and 
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they can be classified by the manner in which they perform this spectrum 
analysis. The spectrum may be coded directly by measuring the power outputs 
from a set of carefully designed bandpass filters (eg Channel Vocoder) or 
indirectly using the parameters of a model of the speech production process (eg 
Linear Predictive coding). 
The most efficient vocoder so far proposed is the formant vocoder which 
transmits the power and frequency of the three principal resonances of the 
speech spectrum, allowing data rates as low as 1.2 kbits/sec. [Holmes, 19821 
However, although intelligible speech can be recovered using this format, there 
is as yet no reliable method of automatically encoding the acoustic signal. In 
practice 1.2 kbits/sec is a good estimate of the minimum data rate for speech 
transmission by vocoding. At this level, however, there are some limitations. 
The listener must be familiar with the output quality of the coder before the 
speech can be readily understood and the output degrades if the speaker has a 
high pitched voice or there is even a modest level of background noise at the 
input. 
To move below transmission rates of 1.2 kbits/sec the model of speech 
perception must be extended to include the parts of the human cognitive 
process that recognise the acoustic signal as consisting of units of language 
such as phonemes. A phonetic coder would require, in theory, as little as 100 
bits/sec [Bristow, 1984]. Speech recognition is however a complex task and, 
although some degree of success has been demonstrated as regards synthesising 
speech using manually selected phonemes [Isard, Miller, 19861, automatic 
phoneme identification is at best unreliable. 
Even lower data rates are possible by using higher level speech units such as 
words. In a restricted vocubulary speech domain it is possible to achieve bits 
rates around 32 bits/sec (256 word vocabulary at 4 words/sec). 
The common obstacle to reducing data rates is inaccurate analysis of the speech 
signal. For the formant coder and to some extent the phonetic coder the 
specific problem is unreliable feature extraction from the short time signal 
spectrum. Indeed, accurate spectral estimation is the key to low bit-rate 
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vocoding. In order to understand why the speech spectrum is so important, it is 
necessary to examine the mechanisms by which human speech is both produced 
and perceived. 
2.2 The Speech Production Model 
The process of speech production can, at the simplest level, be described by the 
convolution of an excitation signal with a linear filter. According to this model 
the excitation has a flat spectral envelope and may be one of two types: either 
a periodic pulse train to represent voiced speech sounds or a random noise 
source to represent unvoiced sounds, low bit-rate vocoders are based on this 










White Noise  
Source  p 
Figure 2.2 	The Convolutional 	Model for Speech Production 
By examining a diagram of the speech production system, (Figure 2.3), the 
physical basis for the convolutional model is apparent. 
There are two means by which speech sound is normally produced. The glottis 
at the base of the vocal tract provides a pulse pressure wave. This wave then 
travels up through the vocal tract which acts as an acoustic filter. An 
alternative excitation can result from a constriction part way up the vocal 
tract. The difference of source position is ignored in the convolutional model. 
The vocal tract is essentially a tube comprising of cavities of different shapes 
and sizes. Each of the main cavities has a distinct resonance which is 
characterised by a peak in the transfer function of the vocal tract. Such 
resonances are known as formants. The shape of the vocal tract is determined 
by the position of the jaw, tongue and lips. Movement of these articulators 
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alters the vocal tract transfer function which when fed by the appropriate 
excitation pressure wave results in a sound pattern perceived as speech. 











Figure 2.3 	An Anatomical Drawing of the Vocal Tract 
A physical model for the vocal tract was proposed as early as 1941 by Chiba 
and Kajiyana [Chiba, Kajiyana 19411 and studied further by Dunn 1950 [Dunn 
19501, Stevens et al 1953 [Stevens et al 19531, Fant 1960 [Fant 19601, Kelly and 
Lochbaum 1962 [Kelly, Lochbaum 19621 and Markel and Gray 1976 [ Markel, 
Gray 19761. The vocal tract can be represented by a set of adjoining cylindrical 
sections of equal length but variable diameter. The sound wave is treated as a 
plane wave and assumed to incur no energy loss while passing through the 
tube. In keeping with the convolution model, this acoustic tube model assumes 
that the vocal tract is a linear system uncoupled from the source excitation. 
The more sections that the model has, the closer the representation is to the 
true vocal tract shape. However, by using only a few sections the model can 
provide an adequate outline of the major cavities. Figure 2.4 shows a cross-
section of an 10 stage acoustic tube model for the vocal tract as configured in 
Figure 2.3. 
Atal and Hanauer [Atal, Hanauer 19711 were the first to show that the transfer 
function of an acoustic tube model with 'm' sections is always realisable by an 
all pole process of order m. This fact is significant because it forms the 
fundamental theoretical justification for the use of the linear prediction 
algorithm in vocoders. Mathematical analysis relevant to the design of this 
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Glottis 
Sta 
Figure 2.4 	A Cross-Section of a 10-Stage Acoustic Tube Model for the 
Vocal Tract 
type of coder may be summarised as follows. 
The sound wave is considered as consisting of two parts. One which travels 
forward and the other backward where forward is arbitrarily defined as motion 
from the glottis to the lips (Figure 2.5). The proportion of a wave reflected at 
any boundary is given by a reflection coefficient defined as: 
A m 1 - A m  
= A,,,-, + Am 	 (2.2.1) 
where A m and A m _i correspond to the cross-sectional areas of adjacent cylinders 
at the mth boundary. By applying continuity constraints for pressure and 
volume velocity at the boundary and introducing appropriate time delays (±r) 
the behaviour of the plane wave can be described by two equations. 
ui_i (t+r) = LmUn_l (tr) + ( l+iLm ) u(t-r) 	 (2.2.2) 
U (t+r) = (1-i.L)u_i (t-r) + (.Lm) u (t 
where re the superscripts f and b indicate forward and backward travelling 
elements of the volume velocity wave and the subscript indicates the cylinder 
section in which it is travelling. 
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Figure 2.5 	Volume Velocity Terms at the Boundary Between Two Adjacent 
Cylinders 
By introducing a change of variables, referencing all times to the lip boundary 
(m=O) and performing a Z-transform, equations 2.2.2 can be written: 
Y (z) = Y_ 1 (z) + m 	 (2.2.3) 
Y, (z) = Y_1 (z) Z' + m YL_1 (z) 	Z 1 
(See Market & Gray for complete derivation) A similar set of equations will be 
shown in Chapter 2 to arise from the Levinson recursive equations for forward 
and backward prediction errors. 
The analysis can be extended to determine the conditions at the glottal and lip 
boundaries. At the lip boundary the radiation of non-nasalised sounds is 
modelled by a high pass filter [Markel, Gray, 19761: 
L(z) = 1 - p z 1 	0 5 p 5 1 near unity 	 (2.2.4) 
The glottal boundary is modelled by a low pass function which can be 
approximated by [Market and Gray, 19761. 
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G(z) = 	
1 
(L (z)) 2 
(2.2.5) 
The overall model predicts correctly that the vocal tract transfer function will 
have energy concentrated at the low end of the spectrum for voiced speech and 
at the high end for unvoiced speech. 
A typical non-nasalised vocal tract transfer function will exhibit up to three 
formants in the speech band, 300-3200 Hz. Figure 2.6 shows the locus of centre 
frequency corresponding to each formant. It is known that accurate analysis of 
the variation in amplitude and frequency of the first three formants alone 
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Figure 2.6 	Formant Centre Frequency Loci 
2.3 Speech Perception 
The human auditory system extracts speech information from a set of cues 
which are present in the acoustic waveform. These cues exist in the three 
dimensions of amplitude frequency and time. 
In order to design efficient vocoders it is necessary to know which features of 
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the waveform are used and how they are processed by the auditory system.. 
This study has been greatly aided by the use of speech synthesisers, which can 
manipulate features of interest leaving others uncharged, and by the use of the 
spectrogram which displays at once the three information carrying dimensions. 
Much evidence exists to indicate that a high degree of redundancy is built into 
the multidimensional speech signal. For example, it has been shown that if the 
speech spectrum is split into two bands, one above 1800 Hz and the other 
below, normal conversation is fully intelligible using either of the bands on its 
own [Moore, 1982]. It appears that there is no single feature whose presence is 
crucial to the accurate perception of speech. Redundancy on this scale 
compensates for information lost due to poor articulation, distortion and 
interference. In the presence of background noise, satisfactory conversation is 
achieved at a signal to noise ratio of 6 dB with a 50% loss incurred as the ratio 
is reduced to 0 dB [Moore 19821. In order to approach this level of robustness, 
a coded speech signal must faithfully represent as many acoustic cues as 
possible. 
Formant dynamics are highly important markers for identifying speech sounds 
with the transitions of the 2nd formant regarded by some [Liberman, 19671 as 
probably the single most important carrier of linguistic information in the 
speech signal. It is these transient sections of speech, such as the boundaries 
between phonemes, that carry the majority of speech information. Fidelity of 
synthesised formant transitions, produced by an algorithm designed to code 
speech, is therefore a valuable indicator of performance. 
To find the reason why spectral structure forms such an important feature 
source., and justify the high degree of emphasis placed on coding it at low bit 
rates, it is necessary to examine the properties of the ear. 
The ear consists of 3 parts: the outer, middle and inner. Sounds pass from the 
outer ear which comprises of the pinna and the auditory canal, through the ear 
drum to the middle ear. In this second stage the fluid and a special 
configuration of three bones called the ossicles act to match the impedance of 
the incoming vibration with the input to the inner ear. Thus the sound is 
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efficiently transmitted through the oval window into the cochlea which 
performs the sound analysis, turning vibrations into nerve impulses. 
The cochlea is a fluid filled bone the shape of a snail shell and is divided along 
its spiral length by the Basilar membrane. Sound travels along the membrane 
as a wave in such a way that each frequency component of the sound causes 
activity at a different locus. Hair cells uniformly distributed along the 
membrane then act as transducers to convert the local movement into neural 
activity. For frequencies below 500 Hz the spacing of the loci is proportional to 
frequency. However, above 500 Hz the spacing gradually reduces forming an 
approximately logarithmic relation above 1 kHz. As a consequence, the ear 
behaves as a continuous set of bandpass filters with bandwidths proportional to 
centre frequency above 1 kHz. The channel vocoder is based on this principal, 
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Figure 2.7 	A Sketch of Perceived Equal Loudness Contours Based on Data 
Tabulated by Robinson and Dadson. 
As well as a non-linear resolving power the aural filter bank has a highly non-
linear amplification function. The perceived loudness of a sound varies with 
both the frequency and the intensity. This complex transfer function was 
tabulated by Robinson and Dadson [Robinson,Dadson, 19561 who approximated 
the amplification at selected frequencies by a set of quadratic functions. Figure 
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2.7 shows sketches of the resulting loudness envelopes for white noise sources 
of different intensities. It can be seen that the ear suppresses low frequency 
sounds and has a maximum sensitivity to frequencies in the range 0.5 - 5 kHz. 
As the sound intensity increases the function flattens out below 500 Hz. 
2.4 Linear Predictive Coding 
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is a parametric speech coding method based on 
the Linear Prediction model (see Chapter 3). The technique provides a 
parametric estimate of the vocal tract frequency response in the form of a 
digital filter. 
It is commonly used in combination with one of several possible models of the 
excitation (eg codebooks, multipulse etc [Kroon et al, 19861 (Southcott et all), 
forming the basis of many medium band vocoders. The popularity of LPC 
stems from its concise mathematical form. Its main competitor, the channel 
vocoder requires the design of a bank of carefully tuned filters leading to 
greater coder complexity. LPC forms the basis of the US Government standard 
low-bit-rate speech coder [Tremain 19821. This algorithm is the source of some 
of the system parameters used during the course of this project and so is briefly 
outlined here. 
2.4.1 LPC-10 
This description is restricted to the modules required for linear predictive 
coefficient generation and does not cover the parallel task of pitch detection. A 
complete overview of the system can be found in an article by T.E. Tremain, 
[Tremain 1982]. Figure 2.8 shows a block diagram of the modules required for 
the task. The incoming speech signal is band pass filtered with cut-offs at 100 
Hz and 3600 Hz. High pass filtering suppresses the effect of the excitation 
source upon the speech spectrum while the low pass filter reduces the range of 
frequency to be encoded. The analogue speech signal is then digitised at a rate 
of 8000 Hz using 12 bits per sample. The digital sequence is filtered using a 
first order digital filter with coefficient -0.9375. This has a dual function to 
enhance the higher frequencies, thus reducing the dynamic range of the 
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frequency spectrum for voiced speech, and to suppress the pitch related 
fundamental peak. In the next stage the data is split into frames of between 15 
and 30 ms in length. From each frame 130 samples are selected pitch 
synchronously. Pitch synchronisation requires that during voiced speech the 
130 samples are spaced a whole number of pitch periods distant from the 
previous 130 samples. During unvoiced speech, samples are selected at regular 
22.5 ms intervals. The effect of synchronisation is to add a quality of 
smoothness to the synthesised speech. Finally the prediction coefficients are 
computed from each set of 130 samples. The covariance method (see Section 
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Block Diagram of the LPC-10 Speech Encoder 
2.5 Linear Prediction in the Presence of Additive Noise 
It is often the case that vocoders are required to operate in environments 
containing a significant level of background noise. Vocoders are used in 
aircraft cockpits and for military mobile field communications. In both of these 
situations, the surrounding noise level can be as loud or louder than the voice 
of the operator. 
The presence of additive background noise degrades the acoustic signal by 
masking some of the features used by the auditory process to recognise speech. 
But speech communication has evolved with a high degree of resistance to this 
kind of corruption. The speech signal is overendowed with information-
carrying features. Thus, the effect of masking is partially absorbed by 
redundancy within the speech itself. Natural communication is further 
enhanced by the human auditory process, which is equipped to cope with 
substantially degraded speech. Knowledge of the grammer and syntax are 
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intrinsically applied along with other linguistic rules, at a high cognitive level, 
improving our ability to recognise what is heard. At a lower level the auditory 
systems can piece together the underlying speech pattern from a combination of 
unmasked features such as voicing, formant transitions, and spectral energy 
distribution. 
If noisy speech is vocoded prior to listening, signal degradation not only occurs 
at lower noise levels but it can also result in an abrupt and catastrophic 
reduction in intelligibility. It appears that by forcing a corrupted speech signal 
into a form suitable for speech alone, the vocoder further degrades the signal in 
a manner which confuses the various auditory recovery mechanisms. The 
vocoder is designed to maximise the efficiency of the coding process by 
quantising spectral and temporal information but in doing so it blurs or 
removes many acoustic cues. When noise is introduced, the analysis algorithms 
which are used to effect this quantisation fail to interpret the data correctly. 
Part of the problem lies with the failure of voicing detection algorithms to 
correctly partition the signal into voiced and unvoiced segments and partly 
with the failure of the spectrum estimation algorithm, to faithfully represent 
the dynamic formant structure. These two algorithms are largely independent 
and can be treated as such. Thus, it is possible to narrow down further 
discussion to a single error source: The spectrum estimation algorithm. 
Amongst all the types of vocoder, LPC in particular is prone to introducing 
spectral distortion of noisy speech during analysis. Typically this may include 
widening of estimated formant bandwidths, shifting of formant centre 
frequencies and the introduction of spurious noise related resonances. The 
errors occur because the prediction algorithm bases its estimate of the speech 
spectrum upon an all-pole model of the production process which is either 
inadequate to cope with a corrupted signal (ie too few parameters) or simply 
inappropriate. 
It is generally considered that the channel vocoder suffers a marginally less 
catastrophic loss of intelligibility with the introduction of additive noise. 
Although, in general, the channel vocoder produces a broader estimation of the 
formant bandwidths than LPC, under noisy conditions the formant structure 
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does not shift and fade to the same extent. In particular, unlike LPC, 
estimation of a formant in one part of the spectrum is entirely independent of 
the level of noise outside the critical band. This is the advantage of a direct, 
non-interpretive measurement of the power spectrum performed on the basis of 
an auditory model. Such a model is, of course, equally valid for speech and non 
speech sounds alike. 
In this section, various methods are introduced, which may be employed to 
reduce the effect of noise on linear prediction spectral estimation. 
2.5.1 Speech Acquisition in Noise 
Much can be done prior to any signal processing in order to minimise the level 
of noise in the transduced signal. The use of a well designed noise cancelling 
microphone can reduce input noise below 1 kHz by about 20db [Singer, 19811. 
Judicious positioning of the microphone (or microphones) and physical acoustic 
baffling in the form of a face mask can both help to reduce the amount of noise 
reaching the analogue vocoder input. 
2.5.2 Preprocessor Speech Enhancement 
In high noise environments physical methods can provide part of the solution to 
the problem but the analogue signal is still liable to contain a significant noise 
content. In an effort to improve the signal to noise ratio of the input signal a 
digital preprocessor may be employed before coding commences. The principal 
of any preprocessor is to separate and remove as much of the noise from the 
signal as possible. A preprocessor may be independent of the coder, in which 
case it is located before the frame acquisition and preemphasis operations and 
its purpose is an enhanced digital waveform (Figure 2.9a). Alternatively, it 
may be designed to integrate with the coder. For example, a preprocessor for 
LPC might generate an enhanced estimate of the autocorrelation sequence 
based on data already framed and preemphasised (Figure 2.9b). There are 
essentially two approaches to speech enhancement via preprocessing. The first 
relies on the observation that voiced speech is periodic, in order to distinguish 
between speech and background noise. The second relies on an estimate of the 
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noise magnitude spectrum to make the distinction. 
Noisy Speech 	 Enhanced 	 Coded 
Input 	 Speech 	 __ Speech 
	
No I Pre.processor_ 
	
Speech Coder 	go 
 
Noisy Speech 	 Coded 
Input 	 1 lSpeech 
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Figure 2.9 	Schematics for a) Coder Independent, b) Coder Dependent 
Preprocessor Based Speech Enhancement 
2.5.3 Techniques Based on Periodicity of Speech 
Techniques based on the periodicity of speech such as comb filtering [Lim et al 
1989], [Shields 19701, [Frazier et al 1976], [Malah, Cox 19821, harmonic 
selection [Parsons 19761, and adaptive noise cancellers that use periodicity to 
provide a reference input, [Sambur 19781, all fail to produce any improvement 
in intelligibility prior to vocoding. In several cases listening tests show that 
intelligibility of the preprocessed waveform is poorer than the unprocessed 
input [Lim, Oppenheim 19791. Despite this, it is possible that, when comparing 
the vocoder output, with and without the preprocessor, some improvement in 
intelligibility may be perceived. There is, however, a serious problem 
associated with this type of preprocessor. All the above mentioned techniques 
require accurate pitch information and this cannot be obtained consistently 
from degraded speech. 
A more successful approach to coder independent noise suppression requires a 
reference input correlated with the noise. The noise source can be monitored 
either by using a second microphone, isolated from the speaker, or by using a 
single microphone and identifying speech-free time segments. In both cases, 
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having evaluated the noise spectrum, it is possible to use the information. 
directly, to perform spectral noise subtraction [Weiss et al 19741 [Curtis 19781 
[Lim 19781 [Boll 19791, [Berouti et al 19791 [Preuss 19791 or the noise source 
can be used as a reference input to an adaptive enhancement filter. [Widrow et 
al 19751 [Boll 19801. 
Widrow [Widrow et al 19751 and Boll [Boll 1979, 19801 both used the least 
mean squares adaptive filter as the basic element for a two microphone, noise 
cancelling preprocessor. They report independently a reduction in the noise 
level of 20 dB after a convergence time in the order of seconds. Widrow used a 
periodic coloured noise source whereas Boll used a white noise source. In both 
cases there was a considerable improvement in intelligibility of the processed 
speech. The processor was not, however, employed to improve the performance 
of a vocoder. 
Some improvement in intelligibility is reported by Boll [Boll 19791 and Preuss 
[Preuss 19791 using single microphone implementations of noise spectrum 
subtraction. Boll evaluates the noise spectrum from an average of the outputs 
from Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) during non speech time segments. The 
estimated noise spectrum is then subtracted from the magnitude spectrum of 
each corrupted speech frame subsequently analysed using an FFT. After 
setting all bins with negative magnitudes to zero, the enhanced spectrum is 
inverse Fourier transformed resulting in an enhanced speech waveform. This 
method like LPC takes advantage of the tolerance of the ear to phase distortion 
since phase information is lost when reconstructing the time signal. 
Spectral subtraction, in the form already described, can be applied irrespective 
of whether the time signal is to be waveform coded or vocoded. The technique 
can, however, be modified to marry more efficiently with the Linear Predictive 
vocoder. 
A coder dependent preprocessor would perform the task of estimating an 
enhanced autocorrelation function, rather than a minimum phase, enhanced 
waveform. This task is ordinarily performed within the prediction algorithm 
(Chapter 2). In order to do this the power spectrum must be calculated rather 
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than the magnitude spectrum. Thus, the inverse FFT provides an estimate of. 
the autocorrelation function to feed the linear predictive vocoder directly. 
2.5.4 Pole-Zero Modelling 
Pole-zero modelling is closely related to linear prediction and has been proposed 
as a more appropriate model for speech coding when coding is to be performed 
in a noisy environment. Essentially pole-zero modelling differs from the all-
pole model in that future samples of the time series are predicted not only from 
a linear combination of past samples of the time series but also from a linear 
combination of past samples of the error series. 
a/, X4 _j + Y. bj e_ 	 (2.5.1) 
To see why the pole-zero model is thought to be appropriate, consider the 
speech signal generated by a stochastic all-pole process and the additive noise 
to be generated by a white and Gaussian process (ie uniform spectral density 
and Normal amplitude distribution). The system may be represented by the 
block diagram of figure 2.10a. Figure 2.10b is an equivalent arrangement in 
which the additive noise at the output appears as a Moving Average excitation 
source. Pagano has shown [Pagano 1974] that a Moving average process plus 
white Gaussian noise can always be represented by another Moving average 
process of of the same order. Therefore, for this idealised noisy source, the 
correct model includes both poles and zeros such that the poles are equal to 
those of the original all-pole source. 
It is clear that the above example is a gross simplification of the noisy speech 
signal. Nasals, laterals and fricatives, all of which produce side branches in 
the vocal tract are better modelled by including zeros (Zue 19891. In such cases 
the zeros of the pole-zero model are integral to the description of the speech 
sound and cannot be ignored. Therefore although the pole-zero model remains 
appropriate for coding a pole-zero speech source with additive white Gaussian 
noise, a number of the zero coefficients must be transmitted along with the pole 

















Figure 2.10 	a) Block Diagram of an All-Pole Speech Process with Additive 
White Gaussian Noise and b) An Equivalent Representation 
kbits/sec) this extra cost may be unacceptable 
2.6 Summary 
The linear prediction speech coding technique is based on the convolutional 
model for speech production. The use of this model allows LPC to achieve very 
low transmission bit-rates but is inappropriate for the coding of noisy speech. 
LPC-10 is a notable example of the technique. Many methods have been 
proposed in an attempt to improve the performance of LPC in noisy 
environments. Of these, only methods which assume some knowledge of the 
noise signal are reported as being of any effect in this endeavour. 




In this Chapter a signal description formula called linear prediction is 
introduced. Section 3.2 provides a definition of the linear prediction model. 
This is followed by a derivation of the optimum Least Squares prediction model 
parameters in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 then describes several time domain, 
prediction coefficient, block least Squares, estimation algorithms. 
In Section 3.2 a set of linear equations is derived which define the least squares 
prediction parameters. A fast recursive algorithm for the solution of these 
equations, the Levinson algorithm, is described and a link is established 
between the linear prediction model and the acoustic speech production model 
which was presented in Chapter 2. In Section 3.3 prediction coefficient 
estimation algorithms are derived based on a finite observed series. They fall 
into two classes categorised by whether or not the series data before and after 
the observed series are assumed to be zero. In Section 3.4 the algorithms of the 
previous Section are compared using real speech data and spectrographic 
analysis. Selected algorithms are then tested while varying the length of the 
observed data frame and its synchronisation with the glottal excitation cycle. 
In Section 3.4 a new fast linear prediction coefficient estimation algorithm is 
formulated. In Section 3.5 the question of algorithm stability is addressed. 
3.1 The Linear Prediction Model 
Linear prediction is a model suited to describing the behaviour of many 
observed signals. Most directly measurable signals exist as progressions in 
time and may be observed at discrete intervals resulting in a time series of 
data. A good general definition of linear predictions is: 
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A method for describing the behaviour of a signal, based on a weighted 
linear combination of known samples of that signal. 
In general a time series, s,, may be described by the linear prediction equation: 
P 	 q 
S n = I a/ Sn_k + 	a1 Sn+1  
k=1 	 1=1 
In this form however the process is non-causal. After imposing the condition 
that the process be causal, a more common definition for linear prediction is: 
A method of describing the future behaviour of a signal, based on a 
weighted linear combination of known past samples of that signal. 
Equation 3.1.1 then is simplified to: 
S n  = Y. ak Sn_k 	 (3.1.2) 
The behaviour of the time series can be predicted exactly, if the prediction 
coefficient vector 
a_p = [1, a1, a2 
...... 
ap]T 
and the initial data vector 
- LS n , Sn_1 .... S n _pJ 
are known. Hence the name of the model. 
3.1.1 Kinds of Process Represented by Linear Prediction 
(3.1.3) 
(3.1.4) 
Figure 3.1a shows a block diagram of a 3nd order linear prediction process. 
Impulse 
Irr1t1u1ie Output 
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That is to say, a linear prediction process described by only 3.  coefficients. It 
consists of a delay line, multipliers and a summation unit combined in a 
recursive structure. If the initial data vector is 
8n2 
= [s,o ,o;o]T 	 (3.1.5) 
then Figures 3.1a and 3.1b are equivalent. Figure 3.1b is the form of an all 
pole recursive filter. Thus the linear prediction process and the all pole process 
share the properties of having an infinite impulse response and an infinite 
autocorrelation function. 





Figure 3.1 	a),b) Equivalent Block Diagrams for a 3nd Order Linear 
Prediction Process, c) The Complementary All-Zero Process. 
Every all-pole process has a complementary all-zero process, represented in 
Figure 3.1c which has the following properties: 
1. Coefficients of all-zero process are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign 
to those of the all-pole process. 
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The all-zero process has a finite impulse response. 
The all-zero process has a finite autocorrelation function. 
The all-zero power spectrum is the reciprocal of that of the all-pole process. 
The existence of the all-zero process provides a method for finding the 
parameters of an unknown linear predictive process by feeding the impulse 
response time series produced by the unknown process into the all-zero filter 
coefficients until the resulting filter output is an impulse. 
3.1.2 The Usefulness of the Linear Prediction Model 
If the linear prediction model is used to describe a time series which is not 
generated by a linear predictive process then it is apparent that no matter 
what coefficients are chosen the signal will never be exactly described. A 
general time series may only be estimated by the linear prediction model 
P 
= 	a, S4 _ 	 (3.1.6) 
k=1 
such that there is an error between the predicted value and the true value of 
the analysed time series. 
Sn 
= 
Y. ak Sn_k + e 	 (3.1.7) 
There are two cases commonly considered for which linear prediction gives an 
exact description of the time series. 
Case 1 (Deterministic): 
If the error signal is an impulse then the analysed time series, 5n,  is produced 
by an all-pole process with an impulsive input. The linear predictive model is a 
good one. Since this is a reasonable description of voiced speech [Section 2.21, 
linear prediction provides an efficient method of parametric analysis of voiced 
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speech. 
Case 2 (Stochastic): 
If the error is a white Gaussian signal then s, is produced by a stochastic all-
pole process referred to as an autoregressive process. At first sight it would 
appear that the linear predictive model is inappropriate for this type of signal. 
However the autocorrelation function of s,, does lead to a suitable form. 
rn = 	ak rn—k + n 	 Pn = O,n > 0 	 (3.1.8) 
where p, is the autocorrelation function of the error sequence en and rn  is the 
autocorrelation function of the signal S 4 . p,, is an impulse because of the 
properties of the white Gaussion error series. In this case, although the time 
series itself cannot be exactly determined, the autocorrelation function of the 
time series is predictable. This type of signal is similar to aspirated speech, 
such as the phoneme Ihi or whispered speech which is therefore reasonably 
modelled by linear prediction. Ideally the model should include zeros, due to the 
coupling of the sub-glottal tract when the glottis is open. and the excitation 
source cannot be pinpointed to any single region of the vocal tract. All other 
unvoiced (fricated) speech sounds have a source of turbulence part way along 
the vocal tract. This results in zeros in the vocal tract transfer function 
corresponding to the resonant chambers below the point of excitation [Zue, 
19891. The Linear Prediction model is therefore theoretically inappropriate. In 
practice, however, accurate modelling of unvoiced speech is not critical. The 
general spectral envelope is sufficient to distinguish between unvoiced speech 
sounds and the poles of the model are usually numerous enough to approximate 
the zeros of the vocal tract transfer function. 
If a signal is close in form to either 
Case 1: an impulse driven all-pole process, or 
Case 2: a stochastic all-pole process 
'I 
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then linear prediction will provide a good model of the process. 
3.1.3 Parameter Estimation Criteria 
In order to analyse a signal using the linear prediction model it is necessary to 
use some criterion to define the optimum prediction coefficients. For the case 
where the signal is stochastic, several such parameter estimation criteria are 
well established. They include Maximum a Posteriori, Maximum Likelihood, 
Minimum Variance, and Least Squares [Sage & Melsa, 19711 
Each may be used as a basis for optimising the set of prediction coefficients. 
Remarkably, despite different assumptions about the nature of the observed 
signal it has been shown that all four of the approaches mentioned above result 
in the same set of coefficients defined by a set of linear equations [Sage & 
Melsa, 19711. 
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) parameter estimation requires detailed statistical 
information, where all the prediction parameters (gain, coefficients, initial data 
values) are assumed to be random with a priori Gaussian probability densities. 
The approach involves maximising the probability of the prediction coefficients 
given the observed time series. If all the parameters are a priori unknown 
then MAP reduces to Maximum likelihood. If all the initial data values are 
assumed to be zero or equal to the first p values of the observed time series 
then MAP results in the autocorrelation and covariance methods of parameter 
estimation respectively. These methods are derived in Section 3.3. 
The minimum variance approach imposes no probabilistic assumptions about 
any of the parameters. It requires knowledge of the first and second statistical 
moments of the parameters and operates by minimising the variance of the 
residual series. The Least Squares approach makes the fewest assumptions of 
all, using no probabilistic or statistical information. It operates by minimising 
the squared prediction error. 
In the rest of this Chapter Least Squares theory is applied to the linear 
prediction model. This approach is chosen because it results in the same 
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coefficient estimation algorithms that the other approaches do without making 
any of the associated assumptions about the model parameters. 
3.2 Linear Prediction of Time Series 
The linear prediction estimate 9, as defined in equation 3.1.6 will, in general, 
differ from the true value, s,, by an error en , so that 
- S - 	
=a
/  sfl _k 	a0 = 1, a 	0 k = 1,2,...p 	 (3.2.1) 
If the time series is the output of a stochastic process, the optimum least 
squares prediction coefficient vector, g p , is determined by minimisation of the 
prediction error power. 
+ 
I 	19 = Li ir 
n = - 
+w 	p 
= 	11 a (  .k1 2 	 a0 = 1, a * 0 k = 1, 2 .. p 	(3.2.2) 
n=-= k=O 
The resultant error series is uncorrelated with the estimated time series j but 
is not, in general, a white process: For this to be the case the input time series 
must be generated by an all-pole process. 
Sn =ak Sn_k + U, 
	 (3.2.3) 
where u, is a white process with mean of zero. A stochastic process of this type 
is termed Autoregressive (AR) [Marple, 19871. 
Least squares linear prediction results in an error series which has minimum 
variance. Defining the optimum coefficient vector in this way is advantageous 
because it leads to a set of readily soluble linear equations. 
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For a real, stochastic, stationary time series s,, equation 3.2.2 can be written 
E = 	a, a Y. Sn_k Sn_ j 	 (3.2.4a) 
	
j=O k=O 	n=-- 
P 	P 
—_2 2 ak a rj_k 	 (3.2.4b) 
j=O k=O 
where r is the autocorrelation of the input time series 
In vector form 
(3.2.5) 
where 
i 	 r0 	r 1 	r, 
a 1 r_ 1 r 0 
9P 	Rp 
r_ r1 _ . r 0 
where R is termed the autocorrelation matrix. 
The squared error can be minimised by differentiation constrained so that 
a0 = 1. In vector form this condition can be expressed as 
1 -1, = aT o 	O = vector of length p of zeros 	(3.2.6) 
Using Lagrange multipliers to solve for A 
d 	'r R t ()+A-4-- (;' 
da P 	lol l 
2& qp  + A 	= 	 (3.2.6a) 
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MW
= 
 -- X2 &-' 1-01PI 	(3.2.7) 






Substituting back into 3.2.7 gives: 
F 1 1 
;'] R' 
--ptpp1 
[1 0  
= R -' [h/00)1 
-p 	 (3.2.9) 
where 	indicates the element of matrix R 1 ' indexed by the ith row and 
the jth column. The optimum coefficient vector for a forward predictor is thus 
equivalent to the 1st column of the inverse autocorrelation matrix divided 
through by the first element of the column. We can see that optimum least 
squares coefficient vectors for all the linear predictors of order p are similarly 
defined by the remaining columns of &_ 1 and as long as Rp is not singular all 
these vectors exist and ' are real. However, it is only the forward predictor 
which results in a causal filter. All the 'rest lead to impractical filter structures 
with the exception of the backward predictor. The backward predictor will be 
shown later on in this Section to have a. special relationship with the forward 
predictor due to the symmetry of the inverse autocorrelation matrix. Its 
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By combining with equation 3.2.5, equation 3.2.9 may be rewritten in the form: 
JE ~ jj= 	E min = 1/&(OO) 	 (3.2.11) 
where E mi , is the minimised epor power. Equation 3.2.11 represents, in vector 
form, the p+l normal equations of a linear prediction process which can be 
solved to find the p unknown prediction coefficients, ak 1:5k:5p, and the error 
power E mm . The error power is commonly evaluated separately and the 
prediction coefficients are found by solving the last p equations expressed in the 
form: 






Note that an identical set of equations define the coefficients for an 
autoregressive process of the same order but their solution leads to an error 
series which is a white process. Autoregressive normal equations are usually 
called the Yule-Walker equations. 
The form of the autocorrelation matrix, R, displays a high degree of symmetry 
which permits the application of efficient algorithms in order to solve the 
normal equations. R is a square matrix and is symmetric about the main 
diagonal due to the fact that the autocorrelation function is even (ie r (-k) = 
r(k), 1:5k::-:). Further, it can be observed that all the elements along any 
diagonal are equal. A matrix of this type is called Toeplitz after the German 
mathematician 0. Toeplitz and a square Toeplitz matrix has the additional 
property of being persymmetric about the cross diagonal [Marple, 19871. Thus 
the autocorrelation matrix displays symmetry about both diagonals, referred to 
as centrosymmetry. 
In 1967 N. Levinson developed an order recursive algorithm [Levinson, 19671, 
which exploits the Toeplitz structure of the autocorrelation matrix. The first 
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p-i normal equations given in equation 3.2.11 may be written in the form: 
r2 	 I 
&-2 p-1 = - 	- ap 	. 	 = Ibp  -L 
a 
(3.2.13) 
Multiplying both sides by i'2 gives 








The first term on the right hand side of equation 3.2.14 defines the coefficient 
vector for the p-lth order forward prediction process and by developing 
equation 3.2.10 it is evident that the second term contains a definition of the 
coefficient vector for the (p-i)th order backward prediction process. Equation 
3.2.14 may be written as: 
= 1p-1,p-I + afpp  bb_ 1 _ 1 
	 (3.2.15) 
using superfixes f and b to distinguish the forward and backward prediction 
processes and a second suffix to designate the process order. Equation 3.2.15 is 
called the Levinson recursion. By similar analysis a recursion for the 
backward predictor may be written: 
Lb _ Lb 	 • 	b 	f 
. p - i,,, - 	_1,_1 -,- a (3.2.16) 
The two normal equations omitted in the formulation of the Levinson recursion 
can be used to derive the following recursive formulae for the error power and 
the remaining prediction coefficient, ar,, 





min,p - min,p-1 - (3.2.17) 
ap ,p 	 (3.2.18) 
min,p-1 
Although it would appear from equation 3.2.15 that a formulation for the 
backward prediction coefficient q pb is required in order to obtain a closed form 
recursion, in fact equations 3.2.15, 3.2.17 and 3.2.18 are sufficient. The reason 
for this is that the backward and forward coefficient vectors contain identical 
elements. This fact, in turn, arises from the centrosymmetry of the 
autocorrelation matrix. It is known that a non singular centrosymmetric 
matrix has an inverse which is itself centrosymmetric [Marple, 19871. Thereby, 
the first and last columns of the inverse autocorrelation matrix contain 
identical elements but in the opposite sequence. With reference to equations 
3.2.9 and 3.2.10 this must also hold for the backward and forward prediction 
coefficients vectors such that: 
= 	= E n 	 (3.2.19) 
.(p,p) 	(O,O) 
(3.2.20) 
where J. is a (p + 1)x(p +1) reflection matrix 
The recursive algorithm can be initialised by setting the zeroth order error 
power equal to the input signal power, that is 
Em in 0 = r(0) 	 (3.2.21) 
Prediction coefficient vectors of all orders m, 1 < m :5 p, are generated en route 
to calculating the optimum prediction coefficient vector of order p. 
In the field of speech processing the coefficients 0mm  have special significance 
and are commonly distinguished from other prediction coefficients by the use of 
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the symbol k m . They are referred to as reflection coefficients because of their' 
direct relation to parameters of the same name arising from a physical model of 
the vocal tract. This model was dealt with in Section 2.2. They are also 
sometimes referred to as PARCOR coefficients, - short for PARtial CORRelation 
- a name which has significance in the statistical literature [Box Jenkins, 
19701. It has been shown that the condition 
k m s I 
	
(3.2.22) 
is necessary and sufficient to ensure that the prediction error filter is stable 
[Atal, Hanauer, 19711. 
	
The Levinson recursion gives rise to a 	synthesis 	filter with a lattice 
structure which is parameterised by the reflection coefficients. A recursive 
expression for the prediction error is derived by multiplying the Levinson 
recursion equation 3.2.15 by the input data vector [sn _ i .....  s__iJ' and adding 
the expression s,, + ks4 _ to both sides. 
I Sn_il 	 Isa_il 	 Isa_il S ,  + kL- I : I + k s_ '= s + kL - - i I : 	 + k 	I 	I + S_) isa -p - U 	 I [Sn p - 










SnpL1 	 Sn-p j Sn-p j 
and by substituting equation 3.2.1 into the above 
ef = e_ 1 ~ k e_ 1,_ 1 	 (3.2.24) n 'P 
An expression for the backward prediction error is similarly given by: 
= e..1 _ 1 + k e,_1 	 (3.2.25) 
and the initial condition is given by: 
f 	 f 	 f 	 f e'i,o en,1 en.2 enD Sn 
--p.-.- 
b e p 
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e,0 = e,0 = s, 	 (3.2.26) 
The resulting lattice prediction error filter is shown in Figure 3.2. This filter 
structure is less sensitive to coefficient truncation than the transversal filter 
structure [Freidlander,. 19821. 
Figure 3.2 	Lattice Prediction Error Filter - - 	- 
The linear prediction order must be chosen with care so that the input signal is 
characterised most effectively. An input signal which is generated by an all-
pole process of order p is completely described by an optimum linear predictor 
of order p. In general, time series, including those derived from an acoustic 
speech signal are not precisely defined by a fixed order all-pole process 
(although some speech sounds can be identified as being all pole in nature cf 
Section 3.3). Consequently, the appropriate prediction order is often not 
obvious and must be determined by subjective criteria (cf. Sections 2.2, 4.7). It 
is apparent looking at the recursive expression for the prediction error 
(equation 3.2.17) that increasing the model order leads to a diminishing error 
variance. In practice a tradeoff is reached between increased accuracy of the 
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signal characterisation and the computation involved in achieving that 
accuracy. There is a further consideration in the analysis of speech. The voiced 
speech process results from the convolution of a low order vocal tract function 
and a high order excitation source. The analysis order must therefore be kept 
low to deconvolve the two functions. The model then describes the vocal tract 
filtering function and the residual corresponds to the excitation process. 
3.3 Prediction Coefficient Estimation Algorithms 
In Section 3.2 the optimum Least Squares linear prediction coefficients are 
obtained by assuming that the input time series is stationary and that its 
autocorrelation function is known. In practice the prediction coefficients must 
be estimated from a finite and often non-stationary time series generated by a 
speech process with an unknown autocorrelation function. 
The optimal analysis of Section 3.2 can be applied only if the true 
autocorrelation lag terms (rk) are replaced by values estimated from the 
available data. Such an estimate is given by 
rk 
= N - k 	
Sn_k Sn 	 (3.3.1) 
where N is the available number of time samples and m is the lag. However, 
an autocorrelation matrix generated from this estimated autocorrelation 
function is not guaranteed to be positive semidefinite and, as a consequence, 
the estimated autocorrelation matrix , may be singular and the normal 
equations may have no solution. 
It is possible to guarantee a solution by redefining the prediction error power 
for a discrete time series. 
M 
E = urn --- 	 le. 12 P 	 2M n=-M 
M 	p 
= lirn ---- 	 I ak Sn_hi 2 00 = 1 	 (3.3.2) 
M-+" 2M n=-M kr0 
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In vector form 
U 






- rp _, ap 
where 
U 
1 	'ci 	r urn 
m- 	 = - M 
(3.3.4) 
For a real finite time series indexed from 0 to N-i, 9P  can be expressed as the 
product of a matrix ,, of vectors i, —M :5 n :5 M 
.xsosl.Sp_l sp 




• x x x . S0 	S1 
.xxx. X SO  
5N-I 	x 	• x x. 
SN_2 SN_I . X X. 
.SN_ p +ISN_ p +2. x x. 
• SN_p SN_ p+I.SN_LX. 
(3.3.5) 
with its transpose 5T•  Many of the vectors s,, comprise partly or wholly of 
elements x which are unknown time samples. The unknown elements can be 
dealt with in one of two ways: they can be set to zero or alternatively, vectors, 
, containing them, can be omitted from the matrix S. If all the unknown 
time samples are set to zero, If is effectively the autocorrelation matrix of an 
infinite time series multiplied by a rectangular unit window of length N and so 
leads to a set of normal equations which can be solved by the efficient Levinson 
recursion. In this case standard windowing techniques may be used to reduce 
the effect of the window. 
Windowing can be eliminated altogether by making no assumption about the 
unknown data samples. If A,, is evaluated using vectors comprising of only the 
available time samples it is termed a covariance matrix 
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Ip1 
1 	 ib+'I 
- N+p-1 [!P p+1 .... 2N-1I I 	I 	 (3.3.6) 
I.hI 
This matrix corresponds uniquely to the forward prediction process. It is 
symmetric but not Toeplitz. Therefore the Levinson recursive algorithm cannot 
be used to solve the resulting set of linear equations. One efficient method for 
solution is Choleski decomposition [Clasen, 19661, a triangular decomposition, 
similar to Gaussian elimination but which exploits the symmetry of s,,. Fast 
recursive methods have been proposed by Morf et al [Morf, 19771 and Marple 
[Marple, 19811. 
The covariance matrix corresponding to the backward prediction process can be 
expressed as 
- r giT 
-p_-p--p - (3.3.7) 
where Jp is a reflection matrix. The backward covariance is not in general 
equal to the forward covariance matrix. Thus the covariance method results in 
different estimates for the prediction coefficient vector for the forward and 
backward processes which are equally valid. This discrepancy can be removed 
by minimising the arithmetic mean of the forward and backward prediction 
error powers [Burg, 19671 [Ulrich and Clayton, 19761 [Nuttal, 1976]. 
	
EA ' = (E + E,) 	 (3.3.8) 
The resultant covariance matrix is given by 
= (J1 + Jib) 	 (3.3.9) 
g is a centrosymmetric matrix and this extra degree of symmetry permits 
solution by a fast recursive algorithm [Marple, 19801. 
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Unlike the autocorrelation method, neither the covariance nor the modified• 
covariance method is theoretically bound to provide a stable prediction error 
filter. However, Marple shows that reflection coefficients calculated from the 
modified covariance method are guaranteed to provide a stable lattice filter. 
In 1967 Burg developed a recursive algorithm which guarantees a stable filter 
structure [Burg, 1967]. This algorithm does not estimate the optimum linear 
prediction coefficients. It operates directly on the time series data to minimise 
the combined forward and backward error powers but in this case the error 
powers are constrained by the Levinson recursion so that: 
N—i 	 N—I 
E1 1' = +(- 	e1 + - 	e) 	 (3.3.10) 
n=p 	 n=p 
N—I 
= +N ( 	(ef_1 + ke_ i,_ t ) 2 + (e_ 1 ,_ 1 + ke, j ) 2) 
a =p 
This constrained expression for the error power is minimised with respect to 
the reflection coefficient k. Thus the Burg algorithm is a reflection coefficient 
estimation algorithm. The recursive computation is fast and compares well 
with the modified covariance method. Other reflection coefficient estimation 
algorithms exist including modified version of the Burg algorithm but 
performance improvements are confined to sinusoid estimation using short time 
series [Marple, 19871 [Kay, 19831 [Scott, Nikias, 19821, [Kaveh, Lippert, 19831. 
With the exception of the modified covariance method, the algorithms described 
in this Chapter so far are well known and have been examined in detail by 
many researchers. The autocorrelation and covariance are by far the most 
commonly applied within Linear predictive coders. The autocorrelation method 
has an advantage in that the resulting coefficients are guaranteed to produce a 
stable synthesis filter. On the other hand the covariance method has been 
shown to provide better performance over short frame lengths [Tremain, 19821, 
principally because it does not employ a data window. Computational time is 
approximately the same for both [Rabiner & Shafer, 19781. The requirement, 
within the autocorrelation algorithm, to apply a multiplicative window function 
to the input data is offset by the use of the Levinson recursion for fast matrix 
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inversion. So the computation for the covariance algorithm with no window 
requirement but a slower matrix inversion algorithm ends up approximately 
the same. 
3.4 Unwindowed Autocorrelation Function Estimation 
In this Section a fast algorithm is described which employs no window and yet 
can be solved by a fast recursive algorithm: a generalised version of Levinson's 
method for the solution of nonsymmetric Toeplitz matrices [W.H. Press et al, 
19881. The performance of this algorithm will be measured in the following 
Chapter. This algorithm, like the covariance method, is not guaranteed to be 
stable. The generalised Levinson recursion does however provide a ready 
method of stability checking as for the standard Levinson algorithm (see eqn 
3.2.2). In fact it will be shown in Chapter 3.1 that the performance of the 
algorithm is also similar to that of the covariance method for long data 
sequences. 
Consider again the problem of estimating the autocorrelation matrix 1i from a 
finite data sequence. The biased autocorrelation estimate 
N-i 
r(k) = I  SS_k 	s,, = 0 n<0 	 (3.4.1) 
k=O 
corresponds to the true autocorrelation function for windowed infinite data 
sequence and as a result it is even ie r(k) = r( — k) 0 :5 k p 
It is possible to estimate the autocorrelation function without applying a 
window. However, in general, such an estimate will not be even. Therefore it 
is necessary to have at least 2p+1 elements in the data sequence in order to 
make the estimate of r(k) —p :s k ::-~ p where, in general, r(k) :;t r( — k) The 
unwindowed estimate of the autocorrelation function is given by 
N-I-p 
r(k) = I  SnSfl_k 	 (3.4.2) 
k =p 
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Using this unwindowed estimate of the autocorrelation function to generate the 
autocorrelation matrix lip  results in a non-symmetric form of this matrix. 
Although non-symmetric, L is Toeplitz (all diagonal elements are equal). This 
latter property permits fast recursive solution by a more general form of the 
Levinson algorithm described in Numerical Recipes [W.H. Press et al, 19881. 
The amount of computation required is approximately twice that of the 
Levinson algorithm. The price to be paid for this fast unwindowed 
autocorrelation method of linear prediction is the loss of a guaranteed stable 
prediction filter. However, stability checking is readily achieved. 
3.5 Stability 
An important criterion for the stability of a set of prediction filter coefficients is 
that the estimated signal power is greater in magnitude than the estimate of 
any higher autocorrelation lag, ie. 
Ir(0)I > Ir(k)I 	0 < k :5 p, 	-p :5 k < 0 	 (3.5.1) 
In the case of the biased autocorrelation estimate this condition is guaranteed 
to be satisfied because r(0) is estimated using all points in the infinite 
windowed data sequence. This stability criterion is not guaranteed for either 
the covariance method or the unwindowed autocorrelation method. With these 
methods, the zeroth a/c lag in any given column of 9p is not calculated using 
all the elements of the data sequence. It is therefore possible that r(0) < r(k) 
within any given column of . 
The unwindowed autocorrelation method is less stable than the covariance 
method since each column of gp consists of fewer estimates of each lag. For 
example a data sequence of length 2p+1 provides exactly one estimate of each 
lag when an a/c function of length r is calculated using the unwindowed 
autocorrelation method. A sequence of the same length provides "p" estimates 
of each lag within the covariance matrix. This is an additive factor; so that for 
a data sequence of length N >> p, the difference in the stability of the two 
methods is small. 
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3.6 Summary 
In this Chapter the linear prediction model was introduced. It was shown to be 
an all-pole model and as such it corresponds to the acoustic tube model of the 
vocal tract. Several criterion for estimation the model coefficients were briefly 
described. Optimum coefficients were defined using the least squares criterion 
and assuming an infinite data sequence. Five coefficient estimation algorithms 
were described. These were the biased autocorrelation method, the covariance 
method, the modified covariance method, the Burg method and the unwindowed 
autocorrelation method. This last method is new. It promises similar 
performance to the covariance method because it assumes no data window. Its 
main advantage is a built-in facility for stability checking by using a 
generalised version of the Levinson algorithm to solve the normal equations. 
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CHAPTER 4 
PERFORMANCE OF LINEAR PREDICTION ALGORITHMS 
AND ASSOCIATED ANALYSIS PARAMETERS 
4.1 Introduction 
In this Chapter six linear prediction algorithms are compared: 
Biased autocorrelation method (rectangular window) 
Biased autocorrelation method (hamming window) 
Autocorrelation method (no data window) 
Covariance method (forward/backward) 
Modified covariance method 
Burg method 
The algorithms break down into three classes 
Autocorrelation (Toeplitz matrix structure of ,) 
Covariance 
Burg (Reflection coefficient estimation) 
The performance of each algorithm is assessed for different frame lengths and 
sychronisation. All algorithms except the Burg algorithm are implemented 
using Gaussian elimination with partial pivot to invert s,,. The prediction 
coefficients are calculated using eqn.32.9. The error—norm is, for the purpose of 
this thesis, defined as "4Emjn1Rp(0,0)) and is used as an indicator of the 
behaviour of the prediction error. The division by R(O,O) removes the influence 
of the signal power from E m in . 
The algorithms are assessed by observing the resulting linear prediction 
spectral estimate. The bias and variance of formant centre frequencies and the 
appearance of peaks not related to speech formants are of particular 
significance. If the source spectrum is known exactly then these features of the 
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spectral estimate can be compared, in order to evaluate the performance of each 
algorithm. In the Section 4.2, a synthetic source signal is generated to 
facilitate this method of evaluation. The prediction power spectral estimate is 
evaluated using eqn. 4.1.1. 
E = min 
IA (G) 1 2 
(4.1.1) 
where A() is the Fourier transform of the prediction coefficients. The Fourier 
transformation of the all zero prediction coefficients was effected using a 512 
points, zero padded, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). From the resulting complex 
spectrum the power spectrum was evaluated then inverted bin by bin and 
multiplied by the prediction error power. All calculations were performed in 
floating point on a Sun-3 work-station. Prediction coefficients were stored using 
six significant figures prior to spectrum analysis. 
While examining the performance of each algorithm it is also essential to test 
the sensitivity of each to various analysis parameters so that their effect may 
be taken into account. In the following Section each of the linear predictive 
algorithms is tested on an impulse excited all-pole synthetic source signal using 
two different data frame lengths. Observations are made of pitch 
synchronisation and frame length effects for each algorithm. Selected 
algorithms are also tested on real voiced speech. The spoken words are "..our 
lawyer w.." and last 0.5 seconds. This Section of speech was chosen because of 
its dynamic spectral structure. The speech formants undergo rapid transitions 
in both frequency and amplitude and between them they traverse the entire 4 
kHz bandwidth. 
In Section 4.3 the sensitivity of each algorithm to frame position with respect to 
the pitch period of a synthetic speech signal is observed and discussed. The 
observed phenomena are shown to hold for real speech data. 
Further analysis parameters are investigated in this Chapter. The optimum 
order of the prediction process is dependent on the signal bandwidth and 
whether or not pre-emphasis is applied. Other factors which determine the 
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process order are the amount of spectral tilt and the number of formants, e.g.. 
unvoiced sounds may have no formants. The effect of model order on the 
speech spectral estimate is assessed in Section 4.7. Pre-emphasis can be fixed or 
adaptive and its effect is described in Section 4.8. 
In Section 4.9 white noise is added to the speech signal and the effect on the 
performance of the autocorrelation and covariance methods of linear prediction 
is assessed. 
4.2 Controlled Source Algorithm Assessment 
The synthetic all-pole source is generated by a sixth order Infinite Impulse 
Response (IIR) filter excited by an impulse train (Figure 4.1). The true spectral 
envelope of this source is found by performing a Fourier transform on the six 
filter coefficients (Figure 4.2). This source spectrum can be compared with the 
spectra produced by each of the linear prediction algorithms. The source 
periodicity was set at 8.75 ms (-114 Hz) based on an 8 kHz sample rate and 
corresponding to 70 data samples. 
Figure 4.1 	Synthetic 6th Order All-Pole Process Used for to Generate Test 
Data. a 1 = -1.113087 a2 = 1.318396 a3 = - 1.810846 a4 = 




0kHz 	 4kHz 
FREQUENCY 
Figure 4.2 	Synthetic Source Power Spectrum Derived from the Process Parameters 
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The selection of a method to evaluate the algorithms requires careful• 
consideration. Some researchers apply quantitative assessment using 
numerical indicators such as normalised prediction error and the variance of 
frequencies of spectral peaks. While such data are certainly helpful in judging 
the performance of prediction algorithms, on their own they can be misleading. 
It will be shown in this Section that a reduction in normalised error does not 
always correspond to improved modelling of the speech spectrum. Statistical 
measures such as peak variance are inappropriate when applied to non-
stochastic time series. They can be distorted by one or two 'outliers' caused by 
analysis conditions such as synchronisation. Other researchers use subjective 
observation of single data frames. This also is a weak form of analysis since 
no single speech frame can be said to typify speech, and again it is not possible 
to separate the performance of the prediction algorithm from the effects of 
analysis parameters. 
In this thesis, a combination of indicators are used to evaluate the algorithms. 
The primary indicator is a spectroscape consisting of 15 prediction spectra 
evaluated from consecutive overlapping data frames. A spectroscape is a 3-
dimensional plot of frequency vs. power vs. time. Here, the power and time 
axes have been aligned to form a cascade of spectra so that peak dynamics can 
be observed easily. Each algorithm was tested using two frame lengths, 
A short frame length (50 samples < source periodicity [70 samples]) 
A long frame length (100 > source periodicity [70 samples]) 
The data frame in both cases was shifted by 5 samples for each consecutive 
spectrum estimate. Thus fourteen spectral estimates are displayed within one 
pitch period. 
Three further graphs illustrate the variation with time of: 
The source waveform 
The term ,(O,0) indicating signal power 
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(c) The root normalised prediction error 
The values of ,(0,O) and the normalised error are referenced to the start of the 
analysis frame. 
4.2.1 Rectangular Windowed Autocorrelation Method 
Figure 4.3 shows the analysis set of parameters and spectroscape for the 
rectangular windowed autocorrelation method for a frame length of 50 samples. 
First compare the behaviour of V(0,0) with the waveform. It is apparent that 
the value of '(0,0) reaches a peak when the start of the data frame is 
synchronised with the onset of the excitation pulse, i.e. when the frame spans 
the time interval referenced by 20-70. This occurs because V'(O,O) is 
calculated using every point in the data frame. For other algorithms this is not 
always the case (Section 3.4). Now compare the behaviour of the normalised 
error with the waveform. It reads an abrupt maximum at the point in time 
where the onset of the excitation pulse appears within the leading edge of the 
data frame. Cross referencing this graph with the spectroscape reveals that a 
lower normalised error value corresponds to a better estimate of the source 
spectrum in terms of peak bandwidth and frequency as might be expected 
because error minimisation is the criterion for coefficient optimisation. The 
peak in the display of the normalised error can also be explained. At the point 
where the onset of excitation appears within the leading edge of the data frame 
the waveform within the data frame corresponds to part of one impulse 
response sequence plus the initiation of a second impulse response. The data 
contained in the frame is not then purely all-pole (Section 3.1). 
Figure 4.4 shows the analysis set for a frame length of 100 samples. 
Everything that was noted for the frame length of 50 applies to results with the 
longer frame length. The predicted spectra in general display a broader peak 
width and the third peak is estimated with a consistent bias. 
4.2.2 Hamming Windowed Autocorrelation Method 
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Figure 4.5 shows the analysis set of parameters and spectroscape for the 
autocorrelation method with a Hamming window applied to a frame of 50 
samples. 
Each graph shows clear signs of distortion due to applying a tailored window to 
such a short data frame. 
Figure 4.6 shows the analysis set for a frame length of 100 samples. The main 
observable characteristic attributed to the window is a smooth periodic 
variation of the peak bandwidths. By comparison with the source spectrum the 
best spectral estimate is achieved when the analysis frame starts at time index 
between 50 and 60 samples before the onset of the excitation and with the end 
of the analysis frame position 0-10 samples before the following onset of 
excitation. 
By comparison with the rectangular windowed autocorrelation method the 
optimum frame position relative to the onset of excitation is the same. The 
Hamming windowed method displays a greater degree of bandwidth distortion 
due to the tapering window. The rectangular windowed version displays abrupt 
degradation when the analysis frame is shifted forward in time to include the 
start of the next onset of excitation. 
4.2.3 Unwindowed Autocorrelation Method 
Figure 4.7 shows the analysis set of parameters and spectroscape for the 
unwindowed autocorrelation method for a frame length of 50 samples. 
The most striking feature of the spectroscape is the poor performance of the 
predictor when the analysis frame is positioned entirely within one cycle of the 
pitch period. 
Figure 4.8 shows the analysis set for a frame length of 100 samples. This 
autocorrelation method suffers much less spectral distortion than either of the 
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4.2.4 Forward Covariance Method 
Figure 4.9 shows the analysis set of parameters and spectroscape for the 
forward covariance method for a frame length of 50 samples. The features of 
the spectroscape are very similar to those of the unwindowed autocorrelation 
method. The time segment within which the method produces poor spectral 
estimates is 10 samples shorter than the frame length. This is directly related 
to the time indices over which the speech is predicted and the error is 
minimised. Notice that the prediction error drops to a very low value during 
this period and that this does not correspond to a good spectrum estimate. The 
reasons for this will be discussed later in this Chapter. 
Figure 4.10 shows the analysis set for a frame length of 100 samples. Again 
there is little to distinguish between the performance of this method and the 
unwindowed autocorrelation method. The poorest estimate occurs when the 
analysis frame overlaps the next onset of excitation. 
As with all the methods in this Chapter solution for the prediction coefficients 
was achieved through inversion of the matrix R., of dimension p+1. It is more 
common to solve the normal equations (eqn 3.12) which involves inversion of 
R_ 1  of dimension p. The resultant spectra are not noticeably different. 
4.2.5 Modified Covariance Method 
Figure 4.11 shows the analysis set of parameters and spectroscape for the 
modified covariance method using a frame length of 50 samples. 
The normalised prediction error drops when the analysis frame lies between 
two successive excitation pulses. As was the case for the forward covariance 
method, the spectra estimated while this condition is satisfied are poor. The 
shape of the spectral envelopes shown in the spectroscape bear more 
resemblance the behaviour of the autocorrelation method. However, the 
modified covariance method retains the superior peak resolution common to all 
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Figure 4.12 shows the analysis set for a frame length of 100 samples. The 
spectroscape is similar to that of the other unwindowed methods i.e. forward 
covariance and unwindowed autocorrelation. 
4.2.6 Burg Method 
Figure 4.13 shows the analysis set of parameters and spectroscape for the Burg 
method using a frame length of 50 samples. The spectroscape shows similar 
behaviour to that of the modified covariance method. 
Figure 4.14 shows the analysis set for a frame length of 100 samples. The 
spectroscape shows noticeably greater peak variance than for any of the other 
methods. 
4.3 Synchronisation 
4.3.1 Pitch Synchronous Analysis with Synthetic Speech 
The results of Section 4.2 show that each algorithm is sensitive to the 
positioning of the analysis window with respect to the periodic excitation 
signal. Two cases were considered: firstly, an analysis window less that the 
pitch period of the waveform being analysed. The advantage of a short analysis 
window is that it provides better time resolution. This enables signals with 
rapidly changing characteristics to be considered as quasistationary over the 
duration of the analysis window. 
There are, however, several drawbacks to using a short duration window. With 
fewer data points to generate the autocorrelation/covariance matrix, the 
elements have higher variance about the true statistical value. In the case of 
algorithms which employ a tailored window such as the Hanning or Hamming 
windows, the elements become distorted as the window length decreases. The 
covariance algorithms and the unwindowed autocorrelation algorithm do not 
suffer this type of distortion, but the likelihood of an unstable estimate is 
increased as the analysis duration decreases. This is because the data samples, 
that are unused in estimating the zeroth autocorrelation coefficient become 
3.43 
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significant compared to the total number of samples available. 
For short analysis frames the performance of all the linear prediction spectral 
estimation algorithms is highly sensitive to the synchronisation of the frame 
with the periodic waveform. Positioning of an analysis frame within a single 
pitch period is generally referred to as pitch synchronous analysis [ Markel, 
Gray, 19761. This is considered to be the .best position for the frame. Markel 
and Gray [Markel, Gray, 19761 state that, theoretically, the covariance method 
can extract the prediction coefficients exactly if the waveform is characterised 
by an all-pole model and pitch synchronous analysis is performed. However, 
the results for unwindowed methods with short analysis frames shown in 
Figures 4.7, 4.9 and 4.13 indicate poorer spectral representatives for pitch 
synchronous analysis as compared with pitch asynchronous analysis, when the 
glottal pulse is included at the start of the frame. Similar studies by Chandra 
and Lin [Chandra & Lin, 19741 and Rabiner et al [Rabiner, 19771 produce 
observations of the normalised prediction error consistent with those of Section 
4.1. These studies did not however examine the spectrum of the coefficients in 
relation to positioning of the analysis frame and the assumption was made that 
a small prediction error corresponded to a good spectral estimate. 
The spectrum of the prediction coefficients is important because this forms the 
spectral envelope for the decoded speech signal. Distortion of this spectrum is 
not just an indicator of poor performance but directly affects the decoded speech 
output. A clue to the poorer performance is provided by the observation that 
the prediction error drops to almost zero. In fact it drops towards the noise 
floor. For a synthetic signal such as that used in Section 4.3.2 with no explicit 
noise component, the noise source is quantisation error. A full block diagram 
of the synthetic source must include this quantisation noise source (Figure 
4.15). 
The block diagram of Figure 4.15a can be rearranged so that the additive noise 
source is interpreted as a moving average excitation process at the input to the 
all-pole filter (Figure 4.15b). 
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Figure 4.15b) An Equivalent Representation of Figure 4.15a) 
It is possible to see from Figure 4.15b that if pitch asynchronous analysis is 
performed the excitation energy is dominated by the impulse source and the 
source model is all-pole. When pitch synchronous analysis is applied and no 
impulse occurs within the analysis frame then the moving average noise source 
becomes significant and the source model is a pole-zero model. The results do 
not therefore conflict with the assertion made by Markel and Gray that pitch 
synchronous analysis is theoretically optimal because in practice the ideal 
condition that the source be all-pole is not met. 
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4.3.2 Pitch Synchronous Analysis with Real Speech 
By using a synthetic speech source it is possible to compare the estimated 
prediction coefficients with those of the generating process but the aim is to 
understand the behaviour of linear prediction algorithms when applied to 
speech. It is important to confirm that the performance degradation due to 
pitch synchronous analysis is not a phenomenon related to the synthetic source 
alone. 
An example of real voiced speech analysis for the vowel faa/ as in "father" is 
shown in Figure 4.16. The pitch period was estimated to be 60 samples by 
observation of the waveform. Using an analysis frame of 50 samples, the 
forward covariance method of linear predictive analysis is performed on the 
waveform (Figure 4.16a). The first 10 coefficients derived from the first 50 
samples of the waveform are used as weights for a 10th order FIR prediction 
error filter to produce the prediction residual (Figure 4.16b). The analysis 
window is then shifted along the waveform. The prediction error power is 
calculated every frame (Figure 4.160 and the spectra of the prediction 
coefficients is displayed every 5 samples in the form of a spectroscape (Figure 
4.16d). 
Figure 4.16b shows that the prediction residual for this particular sound is a 
series of impulses with some added noise. The prediction error power follows 
exactly the same pattern as for the synthetic signal. It reaches a peak as the 
frame is shifted to include the glottal pulse (closure). The power then decays 
until the glottal pulse lies at the start of the frame. It drops abruptly when the 
glottal pulse is absent from within the frame. From this example it can be 
seen that the sychronisation pattern is not restricted to the synthetic source. 
Other researchers have studied this problem. Rabiner et al [Rabiner, 19771 
experimented with the prediction error, showing its variation with frame 
position for both covariance and autocorrelation methods. They noted that the 
primary differences in spectra between frame positions corresponding to 
maximum and minimum prediction errors were in the bandwidths of the 
formants. Listening tests showed that frames positioned to provide maximum 
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prediction errors produced broad formant bandwidths and sounded more nasal-
like than when the frames were positioned to provide minimum prediction 
errors. They do not suggest an optimum frame position. However, many 
researchers believe that frame placement within the interval of glottal closure 
provides an accurate estimate of the frequency response of the vocal tract 
system [Pinson, 19631, (Steiglitz & Dickinson, 19771, [Ananthapadmanabha & 
Yegnanarayana, 19791. This interval corresponds to the period immediately 
following each of the impulses shown in Figure 4.16b. Ananthapadmanabha 
and Yegnanarayana present a similar study to that which is outlined in this 
Chapter. In agreement with the observations made in this thesis, they note a 
marked change in the spectral shape as the analysis frame crosses the instant 
of glottal closure. However, they conclude that it is important to exclude the 
glottal pulse from the analysis interval. This conclusion is not consistent with 
the work presented here. We have observed that when the glottal pulse lies at 
the very beginning of the analysis frame, the data fits the linear prediction 
model well and a good estimate of formant frequencies and bandwidths is 
achieved. In addition, the spectra estimated using this frame position are 
consistent from one pitch period to the next. This is an important factor in 
providing 'smooth sounding' resynthesised speech [Tremain, 19821. If the 
analysis frame is placed within the interval of glottal closure, the consistency of 
spectral estimates from successive pitch periods is no longer observed. 
The explanation for this is a modification of the explanation given for the 
synthetic speech case. Instead of modelling the excitation as a series of 
impulses let us assume that it consists of a series of impulses with an added 
noise component of power very much greater than the quantisation noise 
(Figure 4.17). 
This noise component represents the vocal tract response and its closest all-pole 
approximation. When the prediction analysis frame is positioned to include the 
excitation pulse at the start, the data is well described by the linear predictive 
model (Section 3.1). When the analysis frame is shifted to exclude all impulses, 
the excitation source is stochastic and only if the noise is white and Gaussian 
will the data be well represented by the all-pole model. In addition, the short 
frame length-required to fit within the pitch period results in spectral estimates 
- 72 - 
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Figure 4.17 	A Model of a Real Speech Process 
with a high variance. 
Another example of a real speech predictive analysis by the covariance method 
is shown in Figure 4.18. In this case the pitch period is nearer 80 samples and 
the waveform corresponds to a neutral vowel. All the analysis parameters are 
the same as before. 
Although the residual often has this impulsive form there are also cases where 
it does not. The third example of real speech corresponds to the sound 'w' as in 
'will'. In this case there is no distinct impulsive structure to the residual. It is 
therefore difficult to relate the estimated spectra to the point of glottal closure. 
Yegnanarayana names voiced fricatives (Izi, Idhi ...), the vowel Jul and high 
pitched voiced sound, as other cases where the LP residual does not display 
clear impulses. The reasons cited are failure of the glottis to close completely 
and the existence of zeros in the transfer function. In such cases frame 
synchronisation is very difficult but no less important as can be observed in 
Figure 4.19. 
Work done by Deterding [Deterding, 19861 supports the findings of this study. 
The author found that asynchronous analysis provided more stable formant 
tracks than pitch synchronous analysis. It should be noted that asynchronous 
analysis here implies a frame length longer than a single pitch period. Larar et 
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Figure 4.19 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) 'E min/.,j (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Forward Covariance Method for Linear Prediction and a Short 
Data Frame 
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at [Larar et all, 1985] also conclude that speech may sometimes be predicted 
better in the open phase than in the closed phase. However, their performance 
criterion was the prediction error which has been shown to be unsound. 
The autocorrelation method displays a poor performance at low frame lengths 
due to the effect of the data window. Figure 4.20 should be compared to the 
covariance method in Figure 4.18 and figure 4.21 to figure 4.19. The effect of 
the Hamming window on the short time spectra is to distort the formant 
bandwidths. This effect has been observed by many researchers [Rabiner, 
19771 [Chandra & Lin, 19741 [Lee, 1988]. The autocorrelation method is 
therefore unsuitable for short frame analysis 
4.4 Performance of the Unwindowed Autocorrelation Method 
In Chapter 2 the unwindowed autocorrelation method was proposed as an 
alternative to the covariance method, providing an unwindowed spectral 
estimate. The advantage of the technique is a fast matrix inversion algorithm 
with built in stability checking. For this method to be truly successful it must 
provide similar results to the covariance method at short frame lengths and in 
particular it must be as stable as the covariance method. This however is not 
the case. Figures 4.22, 4.23 and 4.24 should be compared with the covariance 
method 4.16, 4.18 and 4.19 respectively. Points on the normalised prediction 
error waveforms (4.22b, 4.23b, 4.24b) that are displayed as zero on the vertical 
scale represent unstable prediction estimates. Unstable results are produced at 
a much higher rate than for the covariance method where none were actually 
observed in the examples shown. 
In these examples frames of 60 samples rather than 50 were used so that the 
sum total used for any one element of the autocorrelation matrix was the same 
as for the covariance method (Section 3.4). On the basis of these results the 
unwindowed autocorrelation technique is significantly inferior to the covariance 
method. 
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Figure 4.21 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) V' E mjn/, (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Hamming Windowed Autocorrelation Method for Linear Prediction 
and a Short Data Frame 
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Figure 4.24 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '4E min /& (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Unwindowed Autocorrelation Method for Linear Prediction and a 
Short Data Window 
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There is conflicting evidence in the literature regarding the suitability of the 
Burg Algorithm for Linear Prediction of speech. Barnwell [Barnwell 19801 
observes that a vocoder based on the autocorrelation method suffers a reduction 
in perceived quality at frame lengths below 15 ms but that the performance of 
an almost identical vocoder based on the Burg algorithm is unaffected at 
considerably shorter frame lengths. Gray and Wong [Gray and Wong, 19801 
agree that for very short frame lengths (2.5 ms) both methods sound equally 
unacceptable but conclude that for long frame lengths (15 ms) a Hamming 
window needs to be applied to the Burg algorithm in order to sound as good as 
the autocorrelation method. It is hard to say, without detailed knowledge of the 
coding system, what the reasons for the discrepancy might be but sensitivity to 
synchronisation and coefficient quantisation are possible sources. Figures 4.25 
and 4.26 show the performance of the Burg method for short frame lengths (50 
samples) and Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the performance for long frame 
lengths (130 samples). There is a noticeable perturbation of the formants when 
the analysis frame is short and lying between successive glottal pulses. It can 
be seen in both the synthetic speech and real speech examples. The standard 
Burg algorithm used here is well known to produce fluctuations in estimated 
peak frequency depending on the phase of the waveform within the analysis 
frame. Several tapered window functions have been proposed to reduce this 
effect, variously named the Optimum tapered Burg, Energy weighted Burg and 
Frequency weighted Burg. However the effect is negligible for long frames and 
the performance comparable with the covariance method. A Hamming window 
applied to the Burg method, as suggested by Gray and Wong makes the Burg 
method (Figure 4.29) indistinguishable from the Hamming windowed 
autocorrelation method (cf. Figure 4.32). Since the Burg method is more 
computationally expensive than either the covariance or the autocorrelation 
methods [Rabiner and Shafer, 19781, on this ground there is no advantage in 
using this method for speech coding. The Burg method does have an advantage 
over the covariance method in that it permits the transmission of reflection 
coefficients which are reported to be less sensitive to quantisation. It also has 
an advantage over the autocorrelation method which requires a data window. 
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Figure 4.25 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) "4E mjn/, (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Neutral 
Vowel I@l Using the Burg Method for Linear Prediction and a Short Data 
Frame 
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Figure 4.28 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '4Emin /R (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Burg Method for Linear Preliction and a Long Data Frame 
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4.6 Performance of the Modified Covariance Algorithm 
Figure 4.30 shows the modified covariance method applied to the 1w/ speech 
sound using a short analysis window (50 samples). The modified covariance 
method is less susceptible to producing sharp spectral peaks when the data is 
inappropriately modelled than are the Burg and forward covariance methods. 
Compare Figure 4.30 with Figures 4.26 and 4.19. 
4.7 Long Frame Synchronisation 
A short analysis frame can be positioned to provide consistent and accurate 
estimates of the vocal tract response using only a few data samples and 
therefore it is computationally efficient. However, it is extremely difficult to 
ensure that the correct frame position is always found and the penalty for 
missing the correct synchronisation is severe. A longer frame length that 
guarantees at least one pitch period is a compromise that reduces the risk of a 
very poor spectral estimate while never providing as accurate a spectrum as is 
possible with short frame lengths. Figures 4.32, 4.34, 4.36 and 4.38 show the 
Hamming windowed autocorrelation, unwindowed autocorrelation, covariance 
and modified covariance methods for the neutral vowel sound /@/ for frame 
lengths of 130 samples (16.25 ms). Figures 4.33, 4.35, 4.37 and 4.39 are 
similarly produced for the sound 1w!. This frame length captures at least 1 
cycles of the very highest voiced waveform pitch period for (-90 frames) and is 
the standard adopted by the American LPC-10 algorithm (covariance method). 
From the spectroscapes in Figures 4.34-4.39 it can be seen that with the 
unwindowed methods, a slightly poorer spectral estimate is produced when the 
analysis frame is shifted to include the glottal pulse. For the Hamming 
windowed autocorrelation method, the degradation due to inclusion of the 
glottal pulse at the end of the frame is dispersed in time due to the effect of the 
window. However, the same synchronisation criterion seems to apply. In both 
cases, maxima in the normalised error power signal indicate poor estimates. 
Therefore, for a fixed frame length analysis it is more important to ensure that 
this frame position does not occur than it is to try to synchronise the glottal 
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Figure 4.30 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) VE min /R (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
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Figure 4.33 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '/E0/& (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Hamming Windowed Autocorrelation Method for Linear Prediction 
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Figure 4.35 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '4E mjn/& (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
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Figure 4.37 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) "Emin/& (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
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Figure 4.39 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '4Emin 1R_p (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Modified Covariance Method for Linear Prediction and a Long Data 
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pulse with the start of the frame. 
4.8 Model Order and Pre-emphasis 
General rules of thumb are used to specify the most appropriate model order for 
a given speech bandwidth. For a 4 kHz band four formants must be modelled. 
An order of 10 is chosen using a pole pair to model each of the formants and an 
extra pair to model the spectral tilt. Higher model orders provide more 
accurate formant bandwidth estimates at the expense of producing spurious 
peaks across the spectrum. Figure 4.40 shows a frame of real speech (130 
samples) analysed using models ranging from order 1 to order 22. 
Pre-emphasis is applied to the speech signal prior to coding. It takes the form 
of a first order transversal filter and in the coding experiments on real speech 
presented in previous sections the coefficients of this filter were fixed at 1 
-0.9375. There are two reasons for applying pre-emphasis. It emphasises high 
frequencies, compensating for the roll-off due to glottal radiation (c.f. Section 
2.2) and it sharply suppresses very low frequency components, which are 
strongly influenced by the glottal source. In this latter case in the absence of 
pre-emphasis, linear prediction often produces a spectral estimate with a pitch 
related resonance. Such a resonance is unnecessary for the intelligibility of the 
synthesised speech and modelling it requires two extra coefficients. Linear 
prediction is not highly sensitive to the value of the pre-emphasis coefficient 
but is usually selected in the range -0.93 to -0.98. 
In general terms the aim of pre-emphasis is to remove spectral tilt and it is 
designed to do this for voiced speech. For unvoiced speech, however, pre-
emphasis accentuates the already high pass response of the speech signal. 
These are generally enough poles to model this tilt because formants are less 
critical for unvoiced speech. It is, however, possible to avoid this situation by 
automatically determining the pre-emphasis coefficient. This can be done by 
performing first order linear prediction. The pre-emphasis coefficient is then 
given by, where '(l)  and f(o) are the first and zeroth estimated 
autocorrelation lag terms. For the speech coding application variable pre-
emphasis is not employed 







Figure 4.40 	Spectral Estimates of a Single 130 Sample Frame of Uncorrupt Speech Using 
the Forward Covariance Method of Linear Prediction and Model Orders 
Ranging From I to 29 
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4.9 The Effect of High Levels of White Noise on the Prediction of Speech 
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is commonly used to describe the ratio of the 
mean signal power to the mean noise power. For speech signals one must be 
wary of this definition of the noisiness of the signal. The SNR for the purpose 
of this thesis is defined as the ratio of the mean speech power evaluated over a 
single sentence divided by the mean noise power over that time period. This 
value is quoted no mater how small a portion of that same sentence is being 
discussed. This means that the SNR that would be evaluated over any short 
time period may vary considerably from that figure quoted. The quoted SNR 
should be treated only as a guide to the noise level. 
A speech signal varies considerably in power level. The quiet sounds such as 
stops (IpI,ItI,IkI) can carry a high proportion of the information required to 
understand the speech being spoken while louder steady state vowels carry 
relatively little. Apart from temporal variation in power there is a significant 
variation in frequency. Formants have, by their definition, more energy than 
the surrounding frequencies. This results in a slightly better SNR at those 
frequencies important for recognition of speech. In addition there is often a 
steep roll, off with frequency (spectral tilt) producing a difference of up to 30 dB 
between 100 Hz and 4 kHz. For all of the above reasons absolute SNR is not a 
very useful quantity to describe noisiness. Within the thesis comparative 
studies have been carried out between different methods under the same 
conditions wherever possible. As a further aid to analysis the speech signal 
power is normalised to 0dB so that the SNR is equal to the inverse of the noise 
power and it is the noise power that is altered to give different SNR's. 
Figures 4.41, 4.42 and 4.43 show spectroscapes for the utterance "..our lawyer 
w..", derived using the covariance, modified covariance and Hamming 
windowed autocorrelation methods. The frame length in each case is 130 
samples with a shift of 90 samples between successive analyses. Each figure 
shows two spectroscapes one for an SNR of 70 dB, the second for an SNR of 20 
dB. These examples indicate firstly that all three algorithms behave similarly 
under noisy conditions. The effect of noise on the prediction of speech can be 
described in two main parts. The first effect is to mask or bias the formants of 
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Figure 4.41 	Spectroscape of the Utterance "... Our Lawyer w ..." Using the Forward 
Covariance Method of Linear Prediction For a Long Data Frame (130 
Samples) a) 70 dB SNR, b) 20 dB SNR 
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Figure 4.42 	Spectroscape of the Utterance "... Our Lawyer w ..." Using the Modified 
Covariance Method of Linear Prediction For a Long Data Window (130 
Samples) a) 70 dB SNR, b) 20 dB SNR 
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Figure 4.43 	Spectroscape of the Utterance "... Our Lawyer w ..." Using the Hamming 
Windowed Autocorrelution Method of Linear Prediction For a Long Data 
Window (130 Samples) a) 70 dB SNR, b) 20 dB SNR 
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the - speech signal. The second effect which can be more catastrophic is to 
produce spurious noise related spectral peaks that confuse the true formant 
dynamics. This latter effect is more pronounced when resulting from linear 
predictive coding than it is from other coding methods such as channel vocoding 
and may be the reason why LPC is considered to degrade more rapidly under 
noisy conditions. The appearance of spurious peaks can be seen in the upper 
frequencies of the Ill and Iwl sounds of the utterance "..our lawyer w...". 
4.10 (Conclusions) Summary 
In this Chapter a comparison of several methods of Linear prediction coefficient 
estimation was performed using both synthetic and real speech signals. The 
problem of where to place a short analysis frame relative to the voiced speech 
signal was investigated. The best position for a consistency of spectral estimate 
was defined. For the forward covariance method the frame should be 
synchronised so that the glottal pulse occurs at the (p+1)th sample of the 
frame where 'p' is the model order. For the autocorrelation method the frame 
should be synchronised so that the glottal pulse lies at the start of the frame. 
Identifying the moment of glottal closure automatically is a difficult task and 
failure to synchronise can result in erratic spectral estimation. A longer frame 
length is therefore recommended. Long frames (> pitch period) should be 
positioned to avoid the glottal pulse lying in the last 'p' samples of the frame. 
Failure to synchronise leads to slightly poorer spectral estimation. 
The unwindowed autocorrelation method was shown to be unstable for short 
frames and is therefore not recommended as an alternative method of linear 
predictive analysis. The covariance and autocorrelation methods were shown to 
produce similar results when applied to noisy speech. The key problem 
displayed was the introduction of spurious noisy peaks in the estimated spectra. 
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CHAPTER 5 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN LINEAR PREDICTION 
Introduction 
So far the Linear Prediction model has been used to parameterise the acoustic 
speech waveform. Linear prediction can also be used to parameterise a power 
spectrum. Although many signals are measured as time series, there are cases 
when the signal may be detected and measured in the frequency domain. 
Human perception of speech is just such a case. As was shown in Section 2.3, 
the ear breaks the speech down into frequency components, measures their 
power and transmits this information to the brain. 
In this Chapter, various methods of processing the speech spectrum prior to 
coding are investigated. In Section 5.1, Linear Prediction is defined in the 
frequency domain and a formula for LP coefficient estimation is derived. In 
Section 5.2 a FFT of several test speech signals is parameterised using Linear 
Prediction and the resulting spectral estimates are compared with those derived 
directly from the speech waveform 
5.1 Linear Prediction in the Frequency Domain 
An expression defining the prediction error in the time domain is given in 
Chapter 3 (equation 3.1). This equation can be re-expressed in the frequency 
domain by applying a z-transform giving: 
E(z) = (1 + I akz_ k ) S(z) 
	
(5.1.1) 
where E(z) is the z-transform of the prediction error and S(z) is the z-transform 
of the speech signal. By Parseval's theorem [Lathi, 19831 the total energy in 
the time domain must equal the total energy in the frequency domain so that: 
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E = 	e,- --- f IE(e")I 2dci 	 (5.1.2) 
n=- - 2ij 
Let the input power spectrum P(w) be real and even and expressable as 
P(4) = IS( eTT)I2 	 (5.1.3) 
The total error power can (by 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3) be written: 
E= -- f 1 + 	akeu 12P(c,))dwi 	 (5.1.4) 
Rearranging equation 5.1.4 and setting a0 = 1 gives: 
P p 
1• 
E = 	a at -i--- j 	 P(6,) dw 	 (5.1.5) 
k=0 1=0 
Let the integral function be represented by r, (k — i) such that: 
r 
1 (k —1) = 	L e_j 1)n,T P(w) d..i 	 (5.1.6) 
and 
E = Y, Y, akair,(k-1) 	 (5.1.7) 
k=0 1=0 
Equation 5.1.7 has similar form to equation 3.2.4. The only difference is that 
the autocorrelation function of equation 3.2.4 is replaced by a function, r,, 
derived from the input power spectrum. The optimum least squares prediction 
coefficients can now be defined in exactly the same manner as was done in the 
time domain case resulting in the expression: 
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- - h/R; (0,0)1 





The expression for r(k —1) given in equation 5.1.6 can be simplified. Using the 
fact that P(c4) is real and even, it can be re-expressed as: 
r0(k—l) = ---f  cos(knw) cos(lnc.,r) P(COT) dw 	 (5.1.9) 
IT n=O 
Makhoul describes Linear Prediction in the frequency domain as a process of 
spectral matching [Makhoul, 19751 where the prediction error is equal to the 
ratio of input spectrum and the all-pole Linear Prediction spectral estimate. 
P(w) E() = 	 (5.1.10) 
LP() 
Close examination of this equation reveals an important property of the Linear 
Prediction spectral estimate. The contribution to the error at any frequency w 
is less when PLp(w) is greater than P(w) than when PLp(w) is smaller than P(W) 
by the same amount. This implies that the LP spectral estimate will match the 
peaks of a given input spectrum better than it will the dips. This is a very 
fortuitous property of the least squares method of prediction coefficient 
estimation. It means that, in the case of voiced speech, the LP spectral 
estimate matches the contour of the harmonics in preference to the energy 
between the harmonics. It also means that for discrete input spectra the 
contribution to the error between samples is zero. Both of these effects are very 
desirable. Additionally this method will tend to favour matching the spectrum 
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in the regions of the formants in preference to other parts of the spectrum. 
5.2 Linear Prediction Using Fourier Transformed Speech 
A speech signal may be transformed into a power spectrum by means of the 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)[Oppenheim, Schafer, 19751. The advantage of 
doing this is to bring the speech signal into the natural domain for processing. 
The disadvantages of doing this are firstly extra computation and secondly the 
implicit data windowing. For long frames it was shown in Chapter 3 that the 
effect of the data window was negligible. Figure 5.1 shows the result for 
Linear Prediction performed on the FFT of real speech. The window size and 
speech segment are identical to the conditions set out in Figure 4.43a. A 256 
point transform was performed on each 130 sample frame with a Hamming 
window applied. A cosine transform (eqn. 5.1.9) was performed on the 
resultant 128 point power spectrum to produce the matrix R h,,,. The prediction 
coefficients were calculated by inverting the matrix using Gaussian 
elimination. The coefficients were then Fourier transformed to produce the 
spectral estimates shown in Figure 5.1 
Having established that frequency domain Linear Prediction produces a 
satisfactory spectral estimate, various frequency domain processing techniques 
can be applied to the speech spectrum prior to coding in order to try and 
improve the coding performance. 
One simple technique is to peak pick the speech spectrum and only perform the 
cosine transform on the peaks. This has two effects: firstly it reduces the 
amount of computation required to generate the matrix R,,,,; secondly, it 
reduces the contribution that noise between harmonic peaks has on the LP 
spectral estimate. Figure 5.2 shows the effect of doing this on the same data as 
used for Figure 5.1. This method of peak picking does not produce better 
formant definition under noisy conditions. This can be seen by comparing the 
performance of the standard autocorrelation method in Figure 4.43b with the 
spectra produced under the same conditions using the peak-picked-power-
spectrum-based Linear Prediction (Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.1 Spectroscape For the Utterance "..Our lawyer 
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Figure 5.2 Spectroscape For the Utterance "..Our lawyer Figure 5.3 Spectroscape of the Noisy Utterance "..Our 
w.." Using Linear Prediction based on a Peak.Picked 256 Lawyer w.." Using Linear Prediction Based on a Peak 
pt FFT. Picked 256 pt FFT (SNR = 20 dB) 
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This frequency domain method is slightly more sensitive to noise because it 
relies on the accuracy of the spectral peaks which are susceptible to corruption 
by the noise spectrum. 
5.3 Recursive Linearised Maximum a Posteriori Method 
Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation was briefly introduced in Section 3.1 
as an alternative approach to defining the optimum Linear Prediction 
coefficients. As a result of assuming that the prediction error is white with 
Gaussian probability distribution, MAP estimation results in the same set of 
normal equations as produced by the least squares covariance method of 
coefficient estimation. This assumption is justified, to a first approximation, for 
clean speech signals. However, for speech signals corrupted by high levels (>30 
dB SNR) of additive noise, this assumption is invalid. If MAP estimation is 
applied to a time series produced by an all-pole process known to be corrupted 
by a specified amount of additive white Gaussian noise then a set of non-linear 
equations require to be solved [Lim & Oppenheim, 19781. It is possible 'Co 
develop from this approach a sub-optimum procedure that requires only linear 
operations carried out in a recursive manner. 
Lim and Oppenheim propose a linearised recursive MAP algorithm which has a 
frequency domain representation and is demonstrated to improve resonant peak 
resolution of an all-pole signal in noise [Lim & Oppenheim, 1978,791. Each 
iteration of the algorithm has two distinct stages. The first step is to maximise 
the probability density function of the all pole process s given a known noisy 
all-pole process y, = Sn + dn . The second step is a MAP estimation of the 
Linear Prediction coefficients g,, given the estimate of the all-pole process 
resulting from the first stage. By a further simplification, stage one may be 
approximated by a non-causal Wiener filter. Stage two is equivalent to the 
least squares autocorrelation method of parameter estimation. 
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where P8 (w) and Pd(w) are the estimated all-pole and noise power spectra. So 
that stage one updates the estimated all-pole power spectrum in the following 
manner 
Stage 1: 
- Pk..l(w) 	,k1(") 
P,,k(w) 
- 	+ Pd(") 
(5.12) 
where Pk(w) is the Wiener filtered noisy speech power spectrum at iteration k. 
Stage 2: Frequency domain Linear Prediction as defined in Section 5.2 
The whole process can be seen clearly in Figure 5.4 
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Figure 5.4 	A. Block Diagram of the Recursive Linearised Maximum a 
Priori (RLMAP) Algorithm 
Two iterations of the algorithm, were found by Lim and Oppenheim to provide 
desirable' peak enhancement. Further iterations produced unnatural peak 
sharpening. They also comment that the technique is prone to shifting formant 
frequencies from their true position, giving to speech a background of 'musical 
tone' like sounds in place of noise. 
This method is one of the most promising techniques described in the literature 
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(c.f. Section 3.5) and as such it was implemented and tested. Its performance 
gives a guide to the capabilities of existing single input enhancement 
techniques for speech coders. Figure 5.6 shows a spectroscape of noisy speech 
enhanced by two iterations of the RLMAP algorithm. The phrase spoken is 
"..Our lawyer w..." and has synthetic white Gaussian noise added providing a 
signal to noise ratio of 20.dB. The same noisy speech is shown in Figure 5.5 
with no enhancement applied. Since the recursion is aborted after two 
iterations, the algorithm is not allowed to converge and is not critically 
dependent upon an accurate estimate of noise power. The white noise power can 
be estimated from the input spectrum by finding the minimum peak value. 
The RLMAP algorithm enhances both formants and noise-related peaks 
equally. In fact it is shown from this example to do no more than sharpen 
peaks already identifiable in the unenhanced spectral estimates. 
5.4 Combined Order Spectral Estimation 
In this Section, combining Linear Prediction spectra of different orders is 
proposed as a method of providing a spectral estimate that displays good 
formant definition and suppressed noise related peaks. It is further proposed 
that frequency domain Linear Prediction performed on this enhanced spectrum 
will lead to an enhanced coded spectrum. 
In Section 3.6 it was demonstrated that increasing the prediction model order 
results in closer matching between the estimated and true speech spectra. It 
can be seen in Figure 5.7 that noise related peaks in the spectral estimate vary 
in position as model order increases. An increase of 2 in model order results in 
an extra pole pair and thus the potential for a further peak to match the noise 
spectrum. It was found that model orders differing by 5 produced an observable 
difference in the spectral estimate, particularly in the frequency bands with a 
low SNR. The prediction orders of 10,15,20 and 25 were chosen because they 
are greater than the minimum order necessary to model 3 formants and low 
enough to reduce the likelihood of matching speech harmonics rather than 
formants. White noise was added to the synthetic 6-pole source resulting in an 
SNR of 0 dB. 
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Figure 5.5 Spectroscape of the Noisy Utterance "..Our 
Lawyer w.." Using Linear Prediction based on a 256 pt 
FFT. (SNR = 20 dB). 
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Figure 5.6 Spectroscape of the Noisy Utterance "..Our 
Lawyer w..' Using RLMAP SNR = 20 dB. The Noise 
Power is Estimated From the Input Signal. 
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Figure 5.7 Spectral Estimates of a Single 130 Sample Frame 
of Speech With Added White Gaussian Noise (12 dB SNR) 
Using the Forward Covariance Method of Linear Prediction 
and Model Orders Ranging From 1 to 29 
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Three types of combination were investigated: 
The arithmetic mean of the LP spectral estimates 
P1(w) = 4 (P.10() + P9 15(w) + P,20(1) + P,25(0) 
The arithmetic mean of the log LP spectral estimates 
log (P2(w)) = 4 (log (P510(w)) + log (P815(u)) + log (P520(c)) + log (P825(c))) 
The arithmetic mean of the reciprocal LP (the all-zero) spectral estimates 
I 	
) 1/P3(co) = 4( 
11P8 10(w) + 11P15(c , ) + l/P 20(c..,) + 1/P 825(,) 
For each method, the bias and variance of the centre frequencies of the. 
synthetic formants were measured. These statistical parameters were 
evaluated from 500 corrupted speech frames. The bias was measured against 
the peak values of the LP estimate of the uncorrupted synthetic speech 
spectrum. Table 1 shows the bias and variance of the three methods compared 
with Linear Prediction spectra of orders 10 and 30. The rectangular windowed 
method of Linear Prediction was used with a frame length of 256 samples. 
In terms of the measured peak bias and variance, all the combined order 
spectral estimator and the order 30 Linear Prediction Spectral Estimator 
produce similar performance while order 10 shows a higher bias and variance. 
This is to be expected because the lower order model has fewer free poles with 
which to model the noisy spectrum. 
Figure 5.8a, b and c show the spectroscapes for Linear Prediction of order 10, 
linear combined order and Linear Prediction order 30. As expected because of 
the spectral averaging the combined order spectral estimates are less peaky in 
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Figure 5.8 Spectroscape for Synthetic Data Using a) the Autocorrelation Method of Linear 
Prediction of Order 10 b) the Autocorrelation Method of Linear Prediction of Order 30 c) the 
All-Zero Spectral Average of Orders 10, 15, 20 and 25 (SNR = 12dB). 
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Method F 1 bias S.D. F2 bias S.D. F3 bias S.D. 
Linear -5 18 +11 24 -22 57 
Combination 
Log -5 18 +12 24 -20 58 
Combination 
All zero -4 18 +13 25 -16 56 
Combination 
Linear Prediction +12 30 +43 78 +100 106 
Order 10 
Linear Prediction +3 13 +10 28 -13 46 
Order 30 
S.D. = Standard Deviation 
Table 5.1 	Bias and Standard Deviation for Three Formant Centre 
Frequencies based on 500 estimates of a 6th order all-pole 
process with added white noise (0 dB SNR) 
Combined order spectrum estimation produces a spectral estimate that has 
greater formant definition than low order Linear Prediction and lower 
sensitivity to noise than high order Linear Prediction. It is however, non-
parametric, ie there is not a small set of coefficients that describes the 
combined order spectrum 
Frequency domain Linear Prediction may be applied to the combined order 
spectrum to produce a set of coefficients. The autocorrelation function 
calculated in this way will differ from the autocorrelation function derived from 
the time series directly due to the non linear frequency domain manipulation. 
There is, therefore, the prospect of an enhanced spectral estimate arising from 
Linear Prediction coefficients, derived from the combined order spectrum. 
When this approach is applied to the test data (Figure 5.10), it does not show 
any clear improvement. Figure 5.9 shows the combined all-zero spectral 
estimate upon which Linear Prediction was carried out. 
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Figure 5.9 Spectroscape of the Noisy (SNR 20 dB) 
Utterance "..Our Lawyer w.." as Determined by the All-
Zero Spectral Average of orders 10, 15, 20, 25. 
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Figure 5.10 Spectroscape of the Noisy (SNR 20 dB) 
Utterance "..Our Lawyer w.." Using the All-Zero 
Spectral Average followed by Linear Prediction of order 
18. 
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5.5 Spectral Transformation - Aural Modelling 
Several types of transformation can be applied to the speech power spectrum in 
an effort to improve the formant definition achieved by subsequent linear 
predictive analysis. Transformations can alter the spectrum as a function of 
power or as a function of frequency. 
Two types of transformation are considered in this Section: 
An amplitude weighting function based on perceived loudness (c.f. Section 
2.3). 
A logarithmic frequency distortion function based on the non-linear 
resolving power of the ear (c.f. Section 2.3). 
5.5.1 Frequency Amplitude Weighting 
Robinson and Dadson drew Up a table of the ear's sensitivity to sounds with 
respect to frequency and signal volume (see Section 2.3). This table is used 
here as the basis for an amplitude weighting function that varies with signal 
amplitude. That is, the gain applied to any given point on the spectrum 
depends upon its original amplitude as well as its frequency. This function was 
applied to an FFT of noisy speech. The function was considered to have two 
useful properties. Firstly, there is a general tendency for the function to boost 
the spectrum in the 500 Hz to 1500 Hz band. This band often contains the first 
and second formants and is therefore likely to have the best signal to noise 
ratio given that the noise power has uniform spectral density. The function 
therefore enhances the signal to noise ratio overall. Secondly, when applied to 
the unsmoothed speech spectrum it exaggerates the difference between the 
speech harmonics and noise related spectral peaks appearing between them. 
To reduce the computation this weighting was applied to a peak picked 
spectrum based on a 256-point FFT as described in Section 5.2. Each peak was 
then weighted according to its amplitude and frequency using a set of quadratic 
functions derived by Robinson and Dadson (Table 5.2). The weighted spectrum 
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Frequency Band c b a 
0-150 -33.5 1.570 .00268 
151-250 -14.7 1.404 .00241 
251-350 -8.1 1.325 .00218 
351-500 -4.7 1.259 .00188 
501-700 -1.8 1.155 .00116 
701-900 -0.5 1.064 .00048 
901-1125 0.0 1.0 0.0 
1126-1375 0.7 0.972 .00030 
1376-1750 1.4 0.944 .00060 
1751-2250 3.3 0.924 .00100 
2251-2750 5.3 0.928 .00118 
2751-3250 6.9 0.937 .00120 
3251-3750 7.9 0.946 .00113 
3751-4000 7.9 0.954 .00098 
log P out (O = c + b log Pin  (f) + a log (P 1 (f)) 2 
Table 5.2 	Quadratic Power Spectrum Transformation parameters For 
Banded Frequencies. 
was then used as the input to the frequency domain Linear Prediction 
algorithm. Figure 5.11 displays the result of applying this whole algorithm to 
the noisy test data. 
5.5.2 Non-linear Frequency Scaling 
The aim of frequency scaling is to increase the proportion of the spectrum 
covered by the first and second formants and to reduce the proportion within 
which the third formant lies. There are two reasons for doing this. Firstly, a 
shift of a few hundred Hertz in the position of the first formant is very much 
more important to the intelligibility than a similar shift in the position of the 
third formant. For this reason, an adjustment of the frequency scaling is often 
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Figure 5.11 Spectroscape of the Noisy (SNR 20 dB) Utterance 
"... Our Lawyer w ..." Based on a 256 pt Peak Picked FFT 
Power Spectrum with Perceived Loudness Pre-emphasis 
according to table 5.2. 
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performed in the field of speech recognition to give improved recognition 
performance [Hermansky, 19871. 
Frequency scaling also improves the signal to noise ratio of voiced speech by 
emphasising the low frequency end of the spectrum which, assuming the noise 
power spectrum is uniform with frequency, has a higher SNR due to the glottal 
low pass characteristic. 
There are two frequency scales that are well known in the field of speech 
recognition, the Bark scale [Zwicker, 19611 and the Mel scale [Fant, 19731. 
Both scales are subjectively determined approximations to the frequency 
resolving ability of the ear. The tabulated Mel scale has two useful formulated 
approximations. They are the Koenig scale which is linear below 1 kHz and 
logarithmic above and the Mel scale approximation. 
Koenig scale: 
yf 05f1000Hz 
y = log f f > 1000Hz 	 (5.5.1) 
Mel scale approximation: 
1000 
= 
log 2 log (1 + [11000) 	 (5.5.2) 
y: scaled co-ordinate 	f: original frequency in Hz 
For the purpose of this experiment, the Mel scale was adopted. The method 
involved spectrum estimation by a 256-point FFT. The resulting power 
spectrum was warped using the Mel scale which was then linearly expanded to 
fill the 4kHz bandwidth. Frequency domain prediction was performed on the 
newly scaled spectrum. 
A similar system has been adopted by Hermansky [Hermansky, 19871 as the 
front end to an automatic speech recognition system. The perceptually based 
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linear predictive (PLP) analysis applied critical band integration, equal 
loudness pre-emphasis and cubic root intensity-loudness compression to the 
speech power spectrum and is reported to yield higher recognition accuracy. 
The warped spectrum is evaluated by transforming the prediction coefficients 
using an FFT. Then an inverse frequency scaling function can be applied to 
recover an approximation to the original spectrum. The effect of Mel scaling, 
coding and unscaling speech is shown in Figure 5.12. Spectroscapes of the test 
utterance at signal to noise ratios of 70dB and 20dB are displayed in Figures 
5.12a and 5.12b respectively. 
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Figure 5.13 	The Encoding/Decoding System for Linear Prediction 
Incorporating Non-linear Frequency Scaling 
When applying the frequency scaling algorithm to the speech coding problem 
the method of resynthesis must be considered. At the decoder a set of 
coefficients corresponding to the warped spectrum are received. These must be 
rescaled before they can be used to control the synthesis filter. A set of filter 
coefficients can be derived by applying high order frequency domain Linear 
Prediction to the unwarped spectrum. A prediction order of 18 was found to be 
adequate for this purpose. 
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Figure 5.12 Spectroscape of the a) Clean (SNR 70dB) b) Noisy (SNR 20 dB) Utterance "..Our 
Lawyer w.." After Mel scaling, coding and unscaling. 
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test speech. The results are shown in Figures 5.14a and b. There is a 
marginal improvement in the resolution of the formants below 1kHz in high 
noise conditions but this is achieved at the cost of losing formant structure in 
the frequency range above 2kHz. This will certainly degrade the intelligibility 
of the coded speech in low noise conditions. This transformation therefore is 
inappropriate when applied to the restricted coding bandwidth. 
5.6 Power Spectrum Squaring 
Power spectrum squaring differs from those transforms discussed previously, in 
that it does not correspond to any known perceptive process. The purpose of 
squaring the speech power spectrum prior to Linear Prediction is to enhance 
the discrimination between peaks and troughs in the spectrum. 
The transform takes advantage of the peak weighted spectral matching 
property of least Squares parameter estimation. Linear prediction produces a 
spectral estimate that matches the spectral peaks more closely than the troughs 
and so enhancing the difference between the two should improve the spectral 
match at the peaks. It is known that Linear Prediction fails to model formant 
peaks even when they are observable in a Fourier transformed representation 
of the noisy speech signal. Squaring the power spectrum improves the formant 
to noise ratio and thus the Linear Prediction estimate of the transformed 
spectrum will be enhanced. The result of power spectrum squaring noisy 
speech prior to frequency domain Linear Prediction is demonstrated in Figure 
5.15. 
As expected, the transform induces improved formant definition in regions of 
thee spectrum where the formant to noise ratio is greater than 0db. The 
technique also exhibits some undesirable effects. The most noticeable and 
damaging is the exaggeration of noise related spectral peaks. When the noise 
is of equal or greater power than the speech in any part of the 4kHz band then 
it is the noise spectral structure that is emphasised. 
The same effect can be observed when the RLMAP technique is applied. 
Comparing Figures 5.6 and 5.15 reveals a close similarity in performance but 
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Figure 5.14 Spectroscape of the a) Clean (SNR 70dB) b) Noisy (SNR 20 dB) Utterance "..Our 
Lawyer w.." After Decoding by the System in Figure 5.13 
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Figure 5.15 Spectroscape of the Noisy (SNR 20 dB) Utterance 
"..Our Lawyer w.." Based on a 256 pt FFT Power Spectrum 
Which is Squared Prior to Linear Prediction 
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the noise exaggeration is marginally less marked in the case where power 
spectrum squaring is employed. 
5.7 Summary 
In this Chapter several frequency domain speech enhancement techniques were 
implemented. These were, the Recursive Linearised Maximum a Priori 
Method, Combined Order Linear Prediction, Equal Loudness Contouring, 
Frequency Warping, and Power Spectrum Squaring. All the techniques 
involved manipulating the speech signal in the domain in which it is perceived. 
RLMAP sharpened estimated formant bandwidths in noise but also enhanced 
noisy peaks. Spectrum squaring produced similar results. Combined Order 
Linear Prediction, although providing an enhanced intermediate spectrum did 
not lead to an enhanced set of prediction coefficients. Equal loudness 
contouring showed little improvement. The frequency warping technique 
resulted in a loss of formant detail above 2kHz when applied under the 
bandwidth and model order restrictions imposed by low bit-rate speech coding 
and is therefore inappropriate for this task. 
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CHAPTER 6 
TIME DOMAIN IMPLEMENTATION OF SPECTRAL SQUARING AND 
MINIMUM VARIANCE SPECTRAL ESTIMATION 
6.1 Minimum Variance Spectrum Estimation 
In 1969 Capon [Capon, 1969] described a spectrum estimation algorithm, for 
use in multi-dimensional seismic array frequency-wavenumber analysis. The 
technique was adapted by Lacoss [Lacoss, 19711 for application to time series 
analysis and given the name Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM). More 
recently, Kay and Marple [Kay & Marple, 1981] examined the technique, 
renaming it the Minimum Variance Method (MV) and establishing that a close 
relationship exists between it and the Linear Prediction spectral estimators. 
The name Minimum Variance most accurately describes the technique. It 
estimates the power at selected frequencies by minimising the variance of the 
output of a pth order transversal bandpass filter subject to the condition that 
the frequency response of the filter has unity gain at the frequency of interest. 
In other words, the filter is found that whitens the signal at all frequencies 
except the frequency for which the power is to be determined. The minimised 
output variance is then taken as an estimate for the power at that frequency. 
The algorithm may be derived as follows: 
Let the bandpass filter be a linear transversal filter given by the equation: 
P 
yn =  
k =0 
The variance of the filter output is given by 
E{y} = s T ,} 	 (6.1.2) 
= gj e{ 'S4 I% 
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- T I, 
 
— p —pp 
where e{ 
} 
is the statistical expectation function. This expression for the output 
variance of a transversal filter is identical to the expression for the prediction 
error power (eqn. 2.2.5). The expression is minimised by differentiation and 
equating to zero constrained by the condition that the gain of the filter at the 
frequency of interest is unity. This condition can be written as: 
ak e - jkw 'r  = 	a = 1 	 = 	
-j 2cjr  ..... , e 1) 'J 	(6.1.3) 
where w is the frequency of interest in radians and r is the sampling period. 
Using Lagrange Multipliers to solve for A 
(6.1.4) 
da, 
2 	~ 	 (6.1.5) 
-x -1 
Substituting eqn. 6.1.4 in 6.1.2 gives: 
 —X_ (6.1.6) 
-.- - 





and substituting this expression for the filter coefficients into eqn. 6.1.1, the 
minimum variance is given by: 
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Pp.i..mtn = 	r (6.1.8) 
_p 
This variance approximates the power at frequency w. 
As with Linear Prediction, the matrix RP must be estimated and any of the 
estimates described in Section 2.3 can be applied here also. 
Marple [Marple, 19871 shows that if the autocorrelation function is assumed 
known, then an explicit relationship exists between the Minimum Variance 
spectral estimator and an Autoregressive spectral estimator. The relationship 
between the Minimum Variance and Linear Prediction spectral estimators can 
be derived as follows. It was stated in Section 2.2 that the Levinson algorithm 
provides sets of coefficients for all orders of predictor from zero up to the 
highest order required. These prediction coefficient vectors can be arranged as 
the columns of a (p+1)x(p+1) matrix A. 
1 	0 	..00 
a 1 	1 	. 	 . 	 0 	0 
a,2 	a_ 1 , 1 	 . 	 . 	 0 	0 
= . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . (6.1.9) 
a_ 1,_ 1 	 . 	 . 	 a 1 , 1 	1 
The following matrix equation then holds. 
ATR A = P 	 (6.1.10) .__p -p -p 	_p 
where P. is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the prediction errors for 
forward predictors of each order 1 to p 
Emn ,p 	0 	. . 0 	0 
0 	Emi n ,p t . . 0 	0 
0 	..OE rn i n o 
(6.1.11) 
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By algebraic manipulation of eqn. 1.5.9 an expression for the inverse 
autocorrelation matrix, 	can be found. 
o
p 
 -t = A—p D' AT 	 (6.1.12) —p 
Substituting this expression into the expression for the reciprocal Minimum 
Variance spectral estimate with filter order p 
1 	- 
- ;' &-' ep,. = (6.1.13) 
p 	 k 
= I 	aj,,, 
k-O Ek m j n M =O 
_ 	1 
k=O 	LP(k.w) 
Where PLp(k,i) indicates the Linear Prediction power spectral density estimate 
of order k. The reciprocal of the Minimum Variance spectral estimator is 
therefore equal to the sum of the reciprocal Linear Prediction spectral 
estimators of orders 0 up to p. This is similar to the all-zero combined order 
spectral estimate of Chapter 4 but all of the Linear Prediction spectra are 
averaged here rather than selected ones. 
Figure 6.1 shows the Minimum Variance algorithm applied to synthetic speech 
using a covariance matrix estimate for R, and a short analysis window. Figure 
6.2 shows the result when a long analysis window is used. These figures should 
be compared with Figures 4.9 and 4.10. It can be seen that, when the glottal 
pulse is included in the analysis frame, the bandwidth estimates of the spectral 
peaks produced by the MV algorithm are considerably greater than the 
estimates produced by the Linear Prediction algorithm. It can be observed that 
the resolution of the MV estimator is considerably less than that of the Linear 
Prediction estimator in both cases. 
6.2 Squared Power Spectrum Matching in the Time Domain 











Figure 6.1 Spectroscape for Synthetic Data Using the 	Figure 6.2 Spectroscape for Synthetic Data Using the 
Forward Covariance Method of Minimum Variance Forward Covariance 
Method of Minimum Variance 
Spectral Estimation and a Short Data Frame(50 samples) 	Spectral Estimation and a Long Data Frame (100 
samples) 
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In Section 4.4.3 it was shown that squaring the spectrum prior to Linear 
Prediction spectral matching offered some enhancement of a noisy speech 
signal. This frequency domain transformation can be performed more 
efficiently in the time domain without necessarily applying a data window to 
the originating time series. 
Using Fourier analysis and invoking the convolutional property [Lathi, 19831 
the frequency domain problem may be expressed in the time domain. The 
convolutional property states that multiplication of two functions in the 
frequency domain is equivalent to the convolution of the Fourier transforms of 
each function in the time domain. In Section 4.1 the frequency domain problem 
was defined as the minimisation of the error function. 
E = 	 (6.2.1) fV PLP(P,(J) 
The squared power matching problem is then defined as the minimisation of 
the error function: 
P(w)2 E = 	 (6.2.2) fW PLp(p,) 
Note that the model power spectrum, PLP(J,4.,)  is not squared since this would 
lead to an error expression with 4th order unknown terms (i.e. a). If the 
original spectrum P(w) was all-pole of order p then the squared spectrum P(CJ)2  
is no longer of order p and thus the Linear Prediction spectral estimate is no 
longer an ideal match. However, the number of spectral peaks remains 
constant and since the estimator is biased towards matching spectral peaks this 
power squared formulation is advantageous in applications where identifying 
peaks is the primary objective. 
From Equation 4.3 the squared power spectrum may be written: 
(P((J))2 = ( IS(ejw)1 2 ) 2 
	
(6.2.3) 
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and the frequency domain error function may be written: 
E(z) 	
( 
= 1 + i a 	 (6.2.4) 
Applying an inverse z-transform results in a time domain expression for the 
prediction error given by: 




The total squared error is then: 
E = m,em = 1 ,2 a h r,(m—k)I 2 
= 	2 aak r,,(m—j) r,(m—k) 
j=O k=O 




where q() is the autocorrelation function of the autocorrelation function r,). If 
the power spectrum, P(-w), is the Fourier transform of an infinite time series 
then r, also represents the autocorrelation of the original time series. 
V 
r,, (m = 	Sn Sn_rn = r(m) 	 (6.2.7) 
n = 
In vector form the total squared error is given by: 
q0 qtqp 
q_i qo .qp—i 
: 	: 	: 	: (6.2.8) 
q—p qt—p . q,, 
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For a finite known autocorrelation sequence, 0 may be estimated by: 
= &.m &.m 
	 (6.2.9) 
where, 
• r0 r1rp _ 1 r 
• 	r0 rp _ 2 r_1 
pm 
•xxx. r0 	r1 
X r 
x = unknown 
r4 	 • x x. 
rM_2 	rM._1 . X X. 
rM_+1rM_P+2. x x. 
r(_ r_P 	rM-1 x. 
In most practical circumstances the autocorrelation function is unknown and 
must be estimated by: 
L.m = 	];.n 	 (6.2.10) 
where S,,p is a matrix of vectors of length p+1 and 	m is a matrix of vectors 
of length m+1 (c.f. eqn. 2.3.5). 
Because of the finite nature of the known time series, there is no advantage in 
increasing the number of columns of 'm,p  beyond the prediction order plus one. 
The matrix 11 can be estimated by the covariance method exactly as described 
in Section 2.3. The matrix ,, is then the product If, . Applying error 
minimisation in a similar manner to that of equations 2.2.6-2.2.9 but 
substituting Q,, for Rp leads to optimum coefficients given by: 
Q;- 1 11




-W 'l 1 ' 0 p(O.0) - -p 
This formulation for prediction coefficients will be referred to as the L2P 
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algorithm for the remainder of this thesis, standing for the Linear Prediction of 
a squared power spectrum. 
Recently, work has been published by D.P. McGinn and D.H. Johnson [McGinn, 
Johnson, 19891 which shares the viewpoint that performing Linear Prediction 
on the authcorrelation function of a signal will enhance the spectral estimate. 
To implement this idea they estimate the autocorrelation function of the time 
series and then perform Linear Prediction on the autocorrelation function as if 
it were the original waveform. They calculate a unwindowed estimate of the 
autocorrelation function by the formula 
r(k) 
=
ss+ 	 ,1 k = 0...... ,N—M 	 (6.2.12) 
where N is presumably the total number of available data samples and M the 
highest order term of the autocorrelation sequence to be estimated (neither 
were defined in the paper). The maximum number of autocorrelation terms to 
be calculated in this way is M = N12. 
There are two serious drawbacks to this estimate. After estimation the number 
of samples on which Linear Prediction is performed is half that of the original 
frame. Successive application of this formula as advocated by McGinn and 
Johnson will rapidly reduce the data sequence to a point where it is not very 
much greater than the prediction order. Under this condition the covariance 
matrix calculated in the Linear Prediction algorithm is more likely to be 
unstable. The second point to be made is that unwindowed autocorrelation of 
this type leads to an estimate which is not guaranteed to be valid (c.f. Section 
3.5). In their examples they find it necessary to use a 500 sample frame as a 
basis for two successive autocorrelations. The stability of this approach when 
applied to real spectrum estimation applications where only much shorter 
frame lengths are practicable is therefore doubtful. 
6.3 Minimum Variance Estimation of an Autocorrelation Function 
- The M 2 V Algorithm 
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In Section 6.1 it was shown that Linear Prediction and Minimum Variance are 
both derived from the minimisation of the same total squared error (variance) 
expression but subject to different constraints. There is a similar relationship 
between the LP algorithm and a modified Minimum Variance algorithm 
defined so that the variance of the output of a narrowband filter fed by the 
autocorrelation function of the time series is minimised. The expression for the 
output of the filter is identical to eqn. 6.2.5 and the expression for the total 
variance of the narrowband filter is given by: 
(6.3.1) 
This expression must be minimised with the constraint that the filter has unit 
gain at the frequency of interest. 
p 	 M 
a lim --- 	eifl" 	 = 1 	 (6.3.2) 
k=O 	M n=-M 
ak e 	 = 1 	 (6.3.3) 
The boundary condition of eqn. 6.3.2 involving the autocorrelation function of a 
complex exponential function reduces to the same condition that was applied to 
the standard Minimum Variance formulation (c.f. eqn. 6.1.3). Minimisation of 
the total variance can be achieved as in eqns. 6.1.4-6.1.8 using Lagrange 
multipliers but in this case substituting the matrix , for R.. The resultant 






There are a couple of interesting points to note about this new modified 
Minimum Variance estimator which will be referred to in an initialised form 
M 2 V. It produces frequency components proportional to the square of the power 
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of the components present in the signal. The M 2 V is a Power Spectral Density 
estimator similar to the Linear Prediction spectral estimator which also 
provides frequency component proportional to the square of the power [Marple, 
19871. 
There is, in fact, an explicit relationship between a special case M 2   estimator 
and the LP estimator. 
Lets assume that the autocorrelation function is known and is linearly 
predictably of order p. Then the matrix 	completely describes the 
autocorrelation sequence and Q - ' can be expressed as 	 The 
reciprocal M 2   estimator can be written. 
1 	
= , R'T 	 (6.3.5) 
PM2v, 4 ,) 
- t p_I  	I 	p(m.k) 
k=O m0 
It may be recalled from Section 2.2 that the columns of 	are all the linear 
estimators of order p. The zeroth column contains the forward predictor 
coefficients scaled by the forward prediction error power and the pth column 
contains the backward prediction coefficients scaled by the backward prediction 
error power. 
Equation 6.3.5 can therefore be interpreted as the sum of all the Linear 
Predictive spectral estimators of order p: 
P 
1 	- 	1 
PM2v(1 ,) 	k=O PLE(k,p,ti) 
where PLg(k,p,) is the power spectrum of the kth linear estimator of order p. 
The above relation applies only if the autocorrelation function is assumed to be 
linearly predictable and is therefore a spectral estimator that, like standard 
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Linear Prediction, is based on the Linear Prediction model. 
The M 2 V algorithm may be derived directly by minimising the total error 
associated of all the linear estimates of a given order (p). 
Let A. be a matrix whose columns correspond to all the linear estimators of 
order p. Then an error vector e p can be defined: 
= 4,' s ,p 	 (6.3.7) 
The error covariance matrix derived from a finite time series (indexed S 0 to SN) 




Poi Pit . Ppi 
= A S Sr 	 = . 	. . . 	 (6.3.8) 
Pop Pip 	PPP 
In order to find a solution for 4,,, the off diagonal terms of the matrix equation 
6.3.8 are ignored. The terms of , on the diagonal are the error powers of each 
of the linear predictors. 
The coefficients of 4,, may be optimised by minimising the total squared error. 
E 1 = min 	 Pmm 
,  
(6.3.9) 
Let us make a further simplifying assumption that the error sequence is 
uncorrelated, then equation 6.3.9 may equally be written as 
P 
E m in = I min Pmm 	 (6.3.10) 
m=O 
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The coefficients of Ap may, therefore, be determined by performing Least 
Squares estimation on each of the linear predictors independently. The method 
of doing this was indicated in Section 3.2. 
The power spectrum associated with 4, is then given by the sum of all the 




PM 2 V  
atipredictors m0 	p,m p,m. p.i., 
- 	1 	 (6.3.11) 
- 
6.4 Performance of the M 2 V Spectral Estimator 
As with standard Linear Prediction it is necessary to estimate the 
autocorrelation function. The autocorrelation and forward covariance methods 
used to estimate L in Section 3.3 can also be applied here. Figure 6.3 shows 
the Minimum Variance algorithm applied to synthetic speech using a 
covariance matrix estimate for g,, and a short analysis window. Figure 6.4 
shows the result when a long analysis window is used. These figures should be 
compared with Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The normalised error is expressed as the 
square root of the sum of the minimised error powers for all the predictors. The 
signal power is likewise estimated by the root mean of the main diagonal of the 
covariance matrix. The important comparison is between the spectroscapes. The 
M 2  V algorithm can be seen to have an estimation performance close to that of 
Linear Prediction. 
The M 2 algorithm as discussed so far is not suitable for coding purposes 
because it does not provide a set of coefficients for controlling a resynthesis 
filter. As was the case with combined order spectrum estimation discussed in 
Section 5.4, it is possible to perform Linear Prediction on the M 2 spectral 
estimate. This results in the required set of coefficients whose corresponding 
spectrum matches the M 2  V spectrum very well. Figures 6.5-6.8 show M 2  V 
spectrum estimation applied to the speech sounds I@/  and 1w/ using the 
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a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '4E01B. (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
Using the Frequency Domain Method for Linear Prediction of a M 2 Spectral 
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Figure 6.8 	a) Waveform, b) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl Using the Hamming Windowed 
Autocorrelation Method for M 2 Spectral Estimation and a Long Data 
Frame 
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autocorrelation method (Figures 6.7 and 6.8 ). In Figures 6.5 6.6 and 6.7 
prediction is applied to the spectrum estimate. There was no visible difference 
between the M 2 spectrum estimate (not shown) and the corresponding Linear 
Prediction estimate. The normalised prediction error is shown in these Figures 
indicating how well prediction matches the M 2 spectrum. Figure 6.8 shows 
the M 2  V spectral estimate. From these examples of real speech processing it 
can be seen that the M2  algorithm produces spectral estimates with slightly 
wider formant bandwidths than the corresponding Linear Prediction estimate. 
The algorithms performance in noise is no better than Standard Linear 
Prediction. In fact the algorithm exacerbates the formant broadening effect that 
noise has on the speech spectrum. 
6.5 Comparison of the MW and L 2P Spectral Estimators 
Further spectral squaring prior to applying the minimum variance algorithm is 
possible since the boundary condition for error minimisation will always reduce 
to the form of eqrt. 6.3.3. In practical terms all that needs to be done to realise 
this enhanced estimator is to multiply , with its transpose and substitute the 
matrix product for Q in the estimator given in eqn. 6.3.4. In order to reflect the 
power to which the spectrum has been raised this Minimum Variance spectral 
estimator is given the name M 4V. 
The M 4  V is comparable with the L 
2  P algorithm in the same way as the M 2 
algorithm was comparable with Linear Prediction and again Linear Prediction 
can be applied to the spectral estimate to produce a set of filter coefficients. 
Three matrix estimation methods, examined in Chapter 3, are applicable to the 
L2P algorithm. L can be estimated as an autocorrelation or covariance 
matrix. g, can then be estimated by the product of either of these two matrices 
multiplied by itself giving rise to the autocorrelation and covariance methods of 
OR A modified covariance matrix can be constructed in the manner of 
equation 3.3.9 so that 
= 	+ 	 (6.3.12) 
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The result of applying each of the three methods of L 2 to the test sounds '@1 
and 1w/ are shown in Figures 6.9 - 6.14. The autocorrelation method (Figures 
6.9 and 6.10) enhances the formant structure as compared with Linear 
Prediction and the distortive effect of the Hamming window is also amplified. 
The covariance (Figures 6.11 and 6.12) and modified covariance (Figures 6.13 
and 6.14) methods also enhance the formant structure. Perturbations of the 
spectral estimates are visible at the point where the frame includes a glottal 
pulse at the end and also at the point where the frame is shifted to exclude a 
pulse at the start. As was the case for Linear Prediction, the best frame 
position for consistent spectral estimation will include a glottal pulse at the 
start and exclude a pulse at the end of the frame. The forward/backward 
average error minimisation inherent in the modified covariance algorithm 
tends to moderate the exaggeration of peaks when the frame is incorrectly 
synchronised with the speech. The M 4 algorithm provides more suppression 
of exaggerated peaks by averaging all the linear estimation errors of the given 
order. 
Both autocorrelation and covariance estimates of Q.  can be used to evaluate the 
M 4 spectral estimator. In Figures 6.15 and 6.16 the effect of applying the 
Hamming window to the speech data prior to evaluating the autocorrelation 
method of M 4  V is the same as for L 2P. The covariance method of M 4 is 
shown in Figure 6.17. Figure 6.18 shows the result of performing frequency 
domain Linear Prediction on the M 4  V spectral estimation of /@I.  The 
spectroscape derived from the prediction coefficients is indistinguishable from 
the originating M4V spectroscape and so the latter is not displayed. However 
the spectrum matching error can be seen in Figure 6.18c. 
The M 4 spectral estimator produces higher formant bandwidth estimates than 
the L 2 algorithm but retains superior formant resolution when compared with 
standard Linear Prediction. 
The performance of the M 4 and L 2  P algorithms when applied to the test 
utterance, "..Our lawyer w.." is demonstrated in Figures 6.19 and 6.20. The 
modified covariance method of L 2 and the forward covariance method of M 4  V 
are compared for the case where no noise was added (Figures 6.19a,b) and the 
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Figure 6.13 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) 	(0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Neutral 
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Figure 6.14 	a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) 'VEmii,/& (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl 
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Figure 6.15 	a) Waveform, b) Spectroscape for the Neutral vowel I@I Using the Hamming 
Windowed Autocorrelation Method for M 
4  V Spectral Estimation and a 
Long Data Frame 
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Figure 6.16 	a) Waveform, b) Spectroscape for the Glide Iwl Using the Hamming Windowed 
Autocorrelation Method for M 4 Spectral Estimation and a Long Data 
Frame 
Speech source 
Frame length 16ms (130 samples) 
Frame shift 	0.6ms (5 samples) 
Coefficients 10 
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a) Waveform, b) Residual, c) '4Emjn /R, (0,0)), d) Spectroscape for the Neutral 
Vowel 1@1 Using the Frequency Domain Method for Linear Prediction of a 
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Figure 6.18 a) Waveform, b) Spectroscape for the Neutral vowel I@I Using the Forward 
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Figure 6.19 	a) Spectroscape of the Utterance "..Our lawyer w.. " Using the Modified 
Covariance Method of L 
2  P and b) Spectroscape of the Utterance "..Our lawyer 
W.." Using the Forward Covariance Method of M 4 (SNR 70dB) 
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a) Spectroscape of the Noisy Utterance "..Our lawyer w.." Using the Modified 
Covariance Method of L 
2  P and b) Spectroscape of the Noisy Utterance "..Our 
lawyer w.." Using the Forward Covariance Method of M 
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case where the SNR was 20dB (Figures 6.20a,b). The results can be compared 
with the Frequency domain techniques evaluated in Chapter 5, especially the 
spectrum squaring algorithm (Figure 5.15). The time domain algorithms 
compare favourably and in the case of L 2  at considerably less computational 
cost. The cost being one matrix multiplication more than standard Linear 
Prediction (1/2 p3  multiplications and additions). The only advantage to merit 
the use of the considerably more complex M 4  algorithm is a slight moderation 
in the sharpness of estimated peaks resulting in more natural formant 
bandwidth estimates and smoothing of the noise peaks. Although it can not be 
judged to be applicable to speech coding, it would be rash to dismiss the M 4  V 
algorithm out of hand. There are indications that it may exhibit reduced peak 
variance when applied to the common problem of estimating periodicities in 
noisy signals (see Appendix A). 
6.6 Summary 
In this Chapter the Minimum Variance algorithm was introduced and the 
equivalence between this algorithm and combined order spectral estimation 
described in Chapter 5 was reported. The L 2P algorithm, a time domain 
alternative to spectrum squaring, was derived by invoking the convolutional 
property of the Fourier transform. A similar analysis applied to the Minimum 
Variance approach yielded the M 2 algorithm with close ties to the Linear 
Prediction model. It was shown to be equivalent to minimising the average 
error of all linear estimators of the same order. As a result the resulting 
spectral estimates had slightly broader peak bandwidths. Further spectrum 
squaring lead to the M 4  V algorithm which is related to the L 2 algorithm just 
as M 2  V was to Linear Prediction. The M 4  and L 
2  P algorithms were 
implemented using various methods of matrix estimation and the speech 
spectrum estimation performance of each compared. The performance of both 
algorithms when applied to noisy speech was demonstrated to be similar to that 
of the frequency domain spectrum squaring algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
7.1 Discussion of Results 
The main focus of the work contained in this thesis was the development of 
techniques to improve the Linear Predictive coding of speech corrupted by 
additive white noise. As with any form of signal processing it is important to 
understand the properties of the signal and consider how the signal and the 
analysis tool - Linear Prediction - interact. With a signal as complex as speech, 
there are many aspects which must be considered; different types of speech 
sound, position and size of the analysis frame, etc. 
Models of the way in which the speech signal is produced and perceived have 
been created by other researchers. These models provide a guide as to the 
important aspects of the speech signal and they were reviewed in Chapter 2. 
The equivalence of the speech production model and the Linear Prediction 
model was indicated. The link partially explains the success of Linear 
Prediction as a speech analysis tool. A model for speech corrupted by additive 
white noise was also described, highlighting the inadequacy of the Linear 
Prediction model for this type of signal. The manner in which speech is 
perceived was also described. Models of two facets of this process, namely 
loudness contours and Mel frequency scaling, were implemented in Chapter 5 
as frequency domain preprocessors, in an attempt to improve Linear Predictive 
coding in noise. 
The interaction between the speech signal and the Linear Predictive analysis 
was found to be complicated. Not only does the analysis depend on the method 
used to estimate the model parameters but in the case of voiced speech it also 
depends on the position and duration of the analysis frame. After careful study 
of several papers which have been published on this subject, an independent 
investigation was carried out on two grounds. Firstly, no coherent study of all 
the known methods of Linear Prediction existed and secondly, the measures 
used for objective performance analysis were not always valid. One misleading 
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measure was the normalised prediction error power. It was shown in Chapter 4 
that the assumption, generally made, that a reduction in the normalised 
prediction error corresponds to an improvement in the performance, is 
unjustified in the case of voiced speech. 
Five known methods of Linear Prediction were compared. These were the 
autocorrelation method with rectangular and Hamming windows, the forward 
covariance method, the modified covariance method and the Burg method. 
The correct performance criterion is the quality of the spectral estimate. Most 
researchers prefer to find a single quantifiable measure such as formant 
frequency or bandwidth which lead to a compact performance measure. It was 
argued in Chapter 4 that a subjective measure of the speech spectral estimates 
cross-referenced with prediction error, speech waveform and residual error 
provide the fairest viewpoint from which to assess the performance. In this 
way the important aspects of the spectral estimation were not prejudged. 
Two analysis frame lengths were considered, one longer and one shorter than 
the pitch period. For each of the Linear Prediction algorithms, frames of both 
lengths were applied. The frames were shifted by small amounts of time across 
the waveform and a sequence of spectral estimates corresponding to each frame 
were displayed in a cascaded 3-dimensional form called a spectroscape. 
It was observed that for short frames, the frame position, resulting in the least 
distorted spectral estimate, included the glottal excitation impulse at the start 
of the squared error minimisation interval. This interval was shorter than the 
frame length in the case of unwindowed methods of Linear Prediction, i.e. 
covariance, unwindowed autocorrelation. 
For long frames (>1 4  pitch periods), frame positioning was less critical. The 
quality of the spectral estimate depended whether a tailored window such as 
the Hamming window was applied. The Hamming window was observed to 
interact with the frame position, producing a fluctuation in formant bandwidth 
estimation. Comparison between known synthetic spectra and the estimated 
spectra indicated that the optimum frame position occurred when placed 
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immediately before the next glottal pulse. For unwindowed methods such as 
the covariance method it was observed that any frame position that did not 
include the glottal pulse at the end of the frame was satisfactory but as with 
short frame analysis consistent estimation was achieved when a pulse occurred 
at the start of the frame. It was concluded that, irrespective of the Linear 
Prediction algorithm, synchronisation of long frames to avoid a glottal pulse 
occurring at the end of the frame was desirable. 
The modified covariance method gave performance at least as good as the 
covariance algorithm. The Burg algorithm again gave similar performance. Of 
these the modified covariance and the Burg algorithm can be computed in such 
a way as to yield stable reflection coefficients for lattice filter resynthesis and 
the modified covariance method is the faster of the two. In addition to these 
known methods of Linear Prediction a new unwindowed autocorrelation method 
was introduced in Chapter 3 which offered the unprecedented combination of no 
data window and easy stability checking incorporated in a fast matrix inversion 
algorithm. However, it was shown in Chapter 4 that this method was 
unacceptably unstable. 
Having established the variability of Linear Predictive spectral estimation due 
to factors such as method, frame position, order and pre-emphasis, the problem 
of improving the performance of Linear Predictive coding in noise was 
addressed. 
Paths of research followed by previous researchers included techniques based 
on periodicity of voiced speech such as comb filtering and techniques based on a 
knowledge of the noise signal such as spectral subtraction or noise cancellation. 
These were reviewed in Section 2.5 and the weaknesses of the approaches were 
highlighted. 
The approach adopted in this thesis was one of spectral transformation. 
Several transformations were proposed, each designed to improve the signal to 
noise ratio of the speech signal prior to coding without knowledge of the noise 
power. They were: - 
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Combined Order Linear Prediction Spectral Estimation 
Frequency Scaling According to an Aural Model 
Amplitude Weighting Based on Perceived Loudness 
Spectrum Squaring 
The techniques were developed initially in the frequency domain. The intent 
was to enhance the speech spectrum and so it was natural to apply the 
transformations directly in the frequency domain. At this stage no regard was 
paid to the complexity of the algorithms, since the goal was to see whether or 
not it was possible to achieve enhancement. 
By combining spectral estimates based on different orders of Linear Prediction 
model, it was found that for simulated noisy speech, there was an improvement 
in the bias and variance of estimated formant centre frequencies when 
compared with a low order spectral estimate. Unlike a single high order 
Linear Prediction spectral estimate, the autocorrelation function corresponding 
to the combined order spectrum is not equivalent to that of the original speech 
waveform. This left scope for enhancement. However, Linear Prediction based 
on the combined order spectrum did not show any improvement over standard 
Linear Prediction. 
A non-linear weighting of the power spectrum, which varied with both 
frequency and original power according to the perceived loudness, was applied 
to the speech spectrum. This weighting function did not succeed in smoothing 
the spectral noise or enhancing the forrnant structure. 
Rescaling of the frequency axis of the speech power spectrum in accordance 
with the Mel scale of perceived sensitivity, was employed as a coding 
preprocessor. The technique is reported to provide enhanced recognition scores 
in the field of speech recognition. When applied to the 4 kHz speech band 
using a 10th order model, the method showed no enhancement of lower 
frequency formant structure as had been expected. The third formant was very 
poorly modelled after this transformation. It should be concluded that care 
must be taken to select a high enough bandwidth and model order for 
frequency rescaling to be effective. In speech coding, where both parameters 
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are restricted, the transformation provides no advantage. 
The last and the only technique which showed any degree of enhancement, took 
the form of a power spectral squaring operation. This method succeeded in 
enhancing the formant structure that was not completely masked by noise. 
Any masking noise, however, was exaggerated by the same process. For this 
reason it is unlikely that there would be an improvement in the intelligibility 
of speech coded and resynthesised using the technique. Power Spectrum 
squaring compared very well with the RLMAP enhancement method. This 
latter method was the most promising algorithm reviewed in the literature of 
those which did not require an estimate of the noise signal. A performance 
threshold seems to have been achieved by these two techniques which may only 
be crossed by acquiring information about the noise signal; for example, by 
using two input microphones. 
An efficient time domain implementation of power spectral squaring was then 
sought. Chapter 6 contained a development of power spectrum squaring in the 
time domain giving rise to a much simpler algorithm (L 2P). This algorithm 
required an extra p3  additions and multiplies beyond the computation 
required for the standard Linear Prediction algorithms and could be applied to 
either autocorrelation or covariance methods. 
The concept of combined order spectrum estimation was shown in Chapter 6 to 
have a time domain implementation. The so-called Minimum Variance (MV) 
spectral estimate was shown to be equivalent to averaging Linear Prediction 
spectral estimates of all orders up to some maximum, p. The Minimum 
Variance algorithm was developed further by applying power spectral squaring. 
The resulting new algorithm (M 2 V) was shown to be equivalent to averaging 
all the linear estimators of the same order. The M 
2  V algorithm displayed 
spectrum estimation performance similar to that of standard Linear Prediction. 
The algorithm operated by minimising the total error power for each of the 
linear estimators at 'p' consecutive time slots. A small amount of time 
averaging was shown to be inherent in the algorithm. By applying spectrum 
squaring to the M2V algorithm, the M 
4  V algorithm was developed. The M 4 
algorithm is comparable with the L 2 algorithm, but results in marginally 
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wider peak bandwidths due to the averaging process. This was considered an 
advantage as the noise related peaks were slightly smaller by comparison. 
Further application of spectrum squaring, not demonstrated in this thesis, was 
found to be unsatisfactory for speech signals due to the exaggeration of spectral 
tilt. 
7.2 Conclusions 
The Linear Prediction model is a successful method for encoding a large range 
of possible speech sounds but just as the model enhances spectral estimation 
when the speech fits the model it distorts the speech spectrum when it does not. 
The attempts made in this thesis to reduce this distortion by transforming 
noisy speech data into a form suited to Linear Predictive modelling were 
unsuccessful. The evidence of these results and past reported work leads to the 
conclusion that a noise reference signal is required if enhancement of Linear 
Prediction in noise is to be achieved. 
A comparison of several methods for Linear Prediction indicated that the 
modified covariance method was the best for the purpose of speech coding. 
When applying this algorithm to a voiced speech signal, an analysis frame 
length longer than the pitch period and synchronised to avoid a glottal pulse at 
the end of the frame was found to give the most consistent spectral estimates. 
The method referred to in this thesis as M 2  V forms a strong link between the 
Minimum Variance algorithm and the Linear Prediction algorithm. It 
produces spectral estimates with slightly reduced peak bandwidths, compared 
with Linear Prediction. The computation required to generate coefficients from 
this method far exceeds that of standard Linear Prediction methods already 
discussed and so is of no practical use for speech coding. However, for a 
spectrum estimation application it is possible that this method will provide a 
peak estimate with less variance than standard autoregressive methods. 
Furthermore, spectrum squaring applied to this algorithm enhances its 
resolving power. 
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7.3 Further Work 
With regard to the problem of speech coding in noisy environments there is no 
indication from any of the work reviewed, discussed, or developed in this thesis 
that significant enhancement is possible without additional information about 
the noise signal. Noise cancellation prior to coding is the only remaining 
option for improving the performance of low-bit-rate LPC that has not been 
adequately tested. There is very little reported in the literature on the success 
or otherwise of two-microphone input. The few results reported by Boll and 
Widrow for speech enhancement (not predictive coder enhancement) by the 
method of adaptive noise cancelling are promising. The problem of following 
this line of research using two-microphone input lies with the sensitivity of the 
approach to microphone design and placement. The work would include an 
investigation of microphone designs and methods of acoustic isolation as well as 
methods of adaptive noise cancelling. 
The spectrum squaring algorithm (OP) may have application in other areas of 
signal processing. In Appendix A two examples of the possible benefits of the 
L2   algorithm are demonstrated. The first example shows the improvement of 
formant tracking ability over standard Linear Prediction. The second shows 
the enhanced resolving power of both L 2  P and M4   for sinusoid estimation in 
high noise (-40dB SNR). 
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APPENDIX A 
Two examples of other applications of the L 2 algorithm are shown here. 
Figures A.1 and A.2 show the comparative performance of LP and L 2 for 
formant tracking. Both algorithms are based on the covariance method. 
Analysis was performed using a 130 sample frame with a 40 sample shift. The 
prediction order was 10 and the speech was "Our lawyer will allow your rule". 
The speech has no noise added. Power spectra were generated from a 512 pt 
FFT of the prediction coefficients and the crosses mark the spectral peaks. A 
higher consistency of formant estimation is achieved with L
2  P. 
The second example is of sinusoid estimation in high noise. Figure A.3a shows 
LP and M 2 estimates of two sinusoids (625 Hz and 764 Hz) at a signal to 
noise ratio of 20 dB. Figure A.3b shows L 2  P and M 4 estimates under the 
same conditions. Figure A.3c shows LP and M 4 estimates of the same 
sinusoids at a signal to noise ratio of -40 dB. In all case a 130 sample frame 
(8000 Hz sample rate) was used and the covariance method was applied. The 
dashed line indicates LP and L 2 estimates and the solid line indicates M 2  V 
and M4V estimates. It can be seen that resolution of the sinusoids is retained 
in high noise only with the M 4   and L 2  P algorithms. There is also some 
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Figure A.1 Peak Picked Linear Predictive Spectral 
Estimates of the Utterance "Our lawyer will allow your 
rule" Using the Forward Covariance Method with a 130 
Sample Frame Shifted by 40 samples for Each Analysis. 
Figure A.2 Peak Picked L2P Spectral Estimates of the 
Utterance "Our lawyer will allow your rule" Using the 
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Figure A.3 Estimation of two sinusoids (625Hz and 764Hz2 in noise using a) the Linear 
Prediction and M 2  algorithms (SNR-20dB), b) the L 2   and M V algorithms (SNR-20dB), c) the 
Linear Prediction and M 2V algorithms (SNR-40dB), d) the L 2P and M4   algorithms (SNR 
-400). All algorithms are based on the Forward Covariance Method of order 8 with a 130 sample 
frame. The Spectra are calculated at 256 points over a 4kHz bandwidth. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a new spectral estimate of Doily speech 
derived from linear predictive Autoregressive(AR) analysis is 
compared with the spectra produced by single order Linear 
Predictive Coding(LPC). The new estimate consists of a 
bin-by-bin average ef a set of linear prediction AR spectra 
with orders between 10 and 30. According to simulation 
results the improvement in peak centre frequency and 
bandwidth estimation resulting from using this model for 
noisy speech is equivalent to increasing the SNR by about 5dB 
when the SNR of the input signal is 20dB or less. 
INTRODUCTION 
Extensive experience has shown that linear prediction 
can successfully determine the vocal tract transfer function 
from a short data frame consisting of clean speech samples. It 
is well known that this and other AR spectral estimation 
techniques degrade rapidly in the presence of additive 
background noise. Although the speech production process 
can be accurately modelled by an AR process, other naturally 
occurring acoustic signals are not appropriately represented in 
this way. When sources of background noise become 
significant at about a 20 to 30dB SNR the corrupted speech 
signal is no longer autoregressive. The interpretation of a 
noisy short-time speech spectrum is distorted by restricting it 
to be autoregressive. 
In this paper we suggest a method of evaluating a 
spectral estimate which displays reduced bias in the tormant 
bands as compared with a low order linear predictive spectral 
estimate. The new estimate also suppresses noisy detail which 
is produced by s high order linear predictive spectral estimate. 
Degraded speech parameter estimation 
Parameter estimation of a speech model from a short 
data frame consisting of white noise corrupted samples, has 
been attempted by several methods [1). All-pole Maximum a 
posteriori (2), Minimum Entropy and Maximum Likelyhood 
parameter estimation techniques perform with limited success 
being restricted by the underlying AR model. Pole-zero 
modelling of the degraded data has been shown to improve 
the spectral estimation. 
Pagano [3) has shown that an AR process plus white 
noise is more accurately described by an Autoregressive 
Moving Average model. In general, techniques used to solve 
such a model are computationally expensive or unstable [4). 
Many spectral matching techniques based on the ARMA 
model in practice rely on approximating the problem so that it 
can be expressed in a linear form [5].  
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Figure 1. Show: reinforcement of A. formants and destructive 
interference In the noise band:. The spectra are of four sets of 
linear prediction coefficient: of order 10, 15, 20 and 25 
derived from the same 256 sample analysis frame. The syn-
thetic speech U voiced (I2511g). White noise Is added with 
power of OdD. Overall SNR is 0dB. 
Since ARMA spectral estimation is difficult to 
implement, a more practical model is proposed. Consider the 
analysis bandwidth split into subbands: The bands of greatest 
importance to intelligibility are those in which the tormants 
lie. These bands will tend to exhibit a better SNR than that 
which would be measured across the whole analysis 
bandwidth. Furthermore, they will tend to be autoregressive 
in nature. We know that single order AR estimation over the 
whole input spectrum produces a biased formsnt estimate. 
Pole placement in the non-AR noise dominated regions 
compromises the spectral fit in the formant bands. However, 
this bias changes as the order of the estimate changes. By 
combining AR spectral estimates of different orders, the 
naturally Autoregressive formants are reinforced while 
destructive interference smooths the spectral envelope In the 
noise dominated bands (Figure 1). In summary, the model 
proposed for an AR speech signal in noise is an average of 
several AR estimates of different orders. 
COMBINED ORDER AR SPECTRAL ESTIMATION 
The combined order estimate was composed of four sets 
of AR parameters obtained by linear predictive analysis of a 
-
short time data frame. AR model orders ranged from 10 to 
30. The lower limit indicates the minimum order needed to 
paratneterise a clean speech signal. The upper limit was 
imposed to ensure that the formant structure was estimated 
but not the underlying detail. The orders selected and used 
8.5.1 
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for the examples shown In this paper were 10. IS, 20 and 25. 
This choice Is efficient because it Introduces an extra two to 
three conjugate pole pairs for each successive estimate, thus 
significantly altering the distribution of peaks In the noise 
dominated frequency band,. A larger set of AR parameters 
does not provide any further improvement in formant 
definition. 
Log spectra were obtained by performing a 1024 point 
PFT on each set of AR coefficients and for each frequency bin 
the mean power was calculated (Figure 2). The combined 




Figure 2. Block diagram of the combined order AR spectral 
estimate 
an 	F1'500Hz 	F22360Ht 
as F3=3270Hz 
am a. 1.11111 L 	 am am am aas a. am 
Frequency (Hz) 
Figure 3. The solid line show, the synthetic vocal tract transfer 
function. The dashed line show, LPC(JO) spectral estimate. 
The dotted line shows the mean LPC spectrum of orders Jo, 15, 
20 and 25. The signal is as in Figure 1. 
Figure 3. shows graphically the improvement in formant 
definition as compared with LPC(l0).Figure 4 compares the 
performance of the mean LPC spectral estimate with that of 
both LPC(10) and LPC(30). The spectra evaluated over 0.5 
second of noisy voiced(12SRz) synthetic specch(SNR-OdB). 
By peak picking each spectrum a figure was obtained for the 
mean and variance of each formant. The ability of each 
technique to estimate the formant bandwidth correctly was 
judged qualitatively from each graphical display as in Figure 
4. Statistically, the reduction in variance of the peak centre 
frequency and improvement in bandwidth arc equivalent to an 
increase in the overall SNR of between S and lOdE. This 
value is dependent on the SNR within each formant band. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
As an illustration of the improvement in peak 
identification that spectral estimation using the combined 
order Linear Prediction can produce, this method- sad-single 
order LPC derived AR spectra were applied to synthetic data 
with additive background noise. Specifically, the synthetic 
speech data are based on a sampling rate of 10khz and were 
generated by exciting a sixth-order all pole filter. The 
excitation was chosen to be either a pulse train of pitch 12511z 
or white noise representing voiced and unvoiced speech 
respectively. The filter transfer function was kept constant 
over a 0.5 second synthetic speech segment in order to 
facilitate measurement of the variance of estimated peak 
centre frequency. To this synthetic speech signal a white 
noise source with a Gaussian amplitude distribution was 
added. The synthetic data samples were analysed for SNR's 
of 20,15,10,5 and OdE. Each short term analysis frame was 
25.6 ma (256 samples) In duration and successive frames 
overlapped by one pitch period (80 samples). A rectangular 
window was employed and pre-emphasis was not used. AR 
parameters were obtained by the Yule-Walker method. 
Levinson/Durbin recursion was used to solve the normal 
equations. The algorithm was performed using double 
precision floating point arithmetic. 
We have described an LPC enhancement method which 
improves formant definition in terms of the mean and variance 
of the formant positions and in terms of formant power and 
bandwidth estimation. The technique employs four log power 
spectra derived from four sets of linear prediction coefficients 
modelling a spread of orders in the range 10 to 30. From 
these the mean log spectrum Is calculated. 
We showed by experiment that a mean AR estimate 
evaluated in this way is superior to single order LPC analysis. 
Preliminary results indicate it has a performance similar to 
pole-zero high-order pole model decomposition methods as 
described by Song and Unt 41. 
The technique is based on familiar sutocorrelation LPC 
analysis and retains the stability of this approach. With regard 
to computational complexity: The most expensive operation is 
the transformation of each set of AR coefficients into the 
frequency domain. Three sets of coefficients were efficiently 
derived as'by-products' of the Levinson/Durbin iterations to 
find the fourth high-order set. Work is currently underway to 
translate the spectrum averaging process into the time domain 
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Figure 4. Compare, the performance of a) LPC(10) b) 
LPC(30) c) Co,isbjnsj order LPC over 0.5 second, of degraded 
synthetic speech (see Figure 1. for signal outline). 
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ENHANCEMENT OF LOW BIT RATE SPEECH CODING IN HIGH NOISE 
A.A. Wrench and C.F.N.Cowan 
Introduction 
In order to achieve low bit-rate speech transmission, the physical limitations of speech 
production and perception are exploited, thereby removing a large part of the redundancy inherent in 
the acoustic signal. The analysis operation is based on a model of the speech production process 
consisting of two distinct parts, which are, the voice excitation function and the vocal tract transfer 
function. Although coded speech based on this model is satisfactory under benign coding conditions, 
the addition of white noise to the speech signal before encoding has a catastrophic effect upon the 
intelligibility of the synthesised output. 
Pitch  







Figure 1. Convolutional model for a low bit rate linear predictive vocoder. 
Two distinct philosophies may be adopted to improve the performance of vocoders which use 
linear prediction to estimate parameters describing the vocal tract transfer function. The first is to 
evaluate the noise signal and remove its effect upon the prediction operation. There are two problems 
with this approach. It requires a priori knowledge of the signal statistics and, even with this 
knowledge, subjective tests indicate that quality but not intelligibility are improved. The second 
philosophy has the aim of coding both speech and noise, achieving improved performance by 
providing an uncorrupted estimate of the vocal tract transfer function and letting the ear distinguish 
the speech. In general this approach is less efficient than the first. If the noise signal contains a large 
amount of information - as in the case of a competing speaker - then additional parameters are 
required to take account of this. However, if the additive noise is white or moderately coloured the 
number of parameters need not be increased. 
In this paper we consider the problem of coding speech corrupted by high levels of additive 
white noise and adopt the second approach to find a solution. 
Parametric modelling of the vocal tract transfer function 
Linear prediction is an autoregressive (AR) parameter estimation technique. Although the 
method operates in the time domain it is useful to consider the problem as one of short-time spectrum 
estimation. In this way a parallel can be drawn with the human ear which is known to extract 
information about the speech spectrum. For low bit-rate transmission the estimated spectrum is 
described by 10-12 AR coefficients. 
Linear prediction can be considered in many ways to be ideal for efficient estimation of the 
speech spectrum. It has three important properties necessary for this purpose. Firstly, it is a 
parametric method of spectral estimation. Secondly, it is evaluated using digital signal processing and 
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Edinburgh, The Kings 
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can be computed in real time. Thirdly, the AR form consists of an all-pole estimator which 
principally characterises the formants, that is, resonances of the speech spectrum, therefore providing 
an efficient model. 
The perceptually significant features of speech which merit performance analysis are the centre 
frequency and bandwidth of each of the formants. These two features alone are sufficient to generate 
synthetic speech that is intelligible [1]. 
Bias and variance are common statistical measures of estimator performance. Bias of estimated 
spectral peaks is critically dependent on the constraints imposed by the particular linear predictive 
algorithm employed and has a loose tradeoff with the stability of the prediction error filter, that is, 
removing the constraints may lead to poles in the Z-plane lying outside the unit circle [2]. 
Examining peak variance in relation to the AR estimated spectrum reveals an increase 
proportional to the square of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and inversely proportional to the length 
of the data frame from which the parameters are estimated [3]. There is, however, an additional 
threshold effect. For data frames less than a length NSNR (dependent on the SNR in some manner as 
yet undetermined) the above relationship breaks down. Spurious peaks appear in the estimated 
spectrum and peak variance is substantially increased. These two effects are likely to result in a loss of 
speech intelligibility: Spurious peaks may be perceived as phantom formants; real formants are 
removed from there true positions and flattened. The effects manifest themselves rapidly below the 
threshold and can be compared to the rapid degradation of LPC performance at high SNRs. 
In view of the above mentioned correspondence between objective performance measures and 
the observed subjective performance of LPC, the two aims of LPC enhancement are to suppress 
phantom formants and minimise true formant frequency bias and variance. 
Order averaged AR power spectra 
It has been observed that by increasing the AR model order, the variance of the estimated peaks 
decreases [2], however, this also increases the likelyhood of spurious peaks appearing in the spectrum. 
It can be observed (figure 2) that these noise induced peaks will vary in frequency as the model order 
increases, suggesting that an average spectrum based on several AR spectra of different orders will 





Figure 2. Four linear prediction power spectra; each evaluated by the Yule-Walker method from the 
same 256 sample data frame. The data consists of a six pole AR process excited by a 
125Hz pulse train, plus white Gaussian noise at an overall SNR of 0dB. The three formanis 
are situated at 500. 2360 and 3270Hz. 
Frequency domain evaluation 
The log power spectra for four predicted spectra were evaluated by a 1024 point FF1' and the 
mean log power was calculated for every bin (figure 3). Results (figure 4) indicate a considerable 
reduction in the variance of the formant peaks compared to a low order AR estimated spectrum. 
When the variance of the formant peaks is compared with a high order AR estimated spectrum there 
is no significant improvement. However, the noise related spectral peaks are suppressed, that is, the 
noise dominated bands have a flatter appearance. 
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Figure 3. A frequency domain method to evaluate an average AR power Spectrum. 
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Figure 4. 	Linear prediction spectra derived (cf. figure 2) every 80 samples (8.0 ms). a) Order 10 
linear prediction: Shows a phantom forman: at - 4.5k!-!: and high formon: variance. b) 
Average of orders 10. 15. 20, 25: Shows reduced formaizr variance and smoothing of 
spurious noise related peaks. C) Order 25 linear prediction: Shows many noise generated 
peaks. 
The autocorrelation function derived from the averaged log power spectrum is not the same as 
that which would be derived from the original time series. The frequency domain operation is 
equivalent to convolving the predicted autocorrelation functions in the time domain. 
The resultant autocorrelation function therefore contains lag terms which are not linearly related to 
those estimated from the original noisy signal. The question that arises is whether or not a low order 
AR spectral estimate based on the first few lag terms of this modified autocorrelation function retains 
the enhanced features of the corresponding spectrum. 
The configuration shown in figure 5 was used to generate the convolved impulse response 
corresponding to the summation of the four AR spectra in the frequency domain. Linear prediction 
was performed by the Yule-Walker method taking this synthetic time series as its input. The AR 
estimated spectrum thus produced exhibits formant variance and noisy peak suppression comparable 
to that which was derived in the frequency domain (figure 6). It should be noted that the particular 
configuration presented here does not perform the equivalent of a division operation necessary to 
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Figure 5. A time domain approximation to the frequency domain average AR model shown in figure 
3. 
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Figure 6. Spectra produced by linear prediction of order JO. a) Input data synthesised from average 
AR model (see figure 5) b) Input data taken direct! from time series. 
We have shown that by averaging log power spectra derived from AR prediction coefficients of 
several orders it is possible to reduce formant variance and suppress spurious peaks. Furthermore, we 
have shown that by application to the time domain, this average AR order model can enhance a 
synthetic speech signal corrupted by white noise prior to low order AR parameter estimation. The 
simple simulation outlined in this paper indicates an objective performance improvement equivalent 
to increasing the SNR by 5-10 dB. The drawbacks of this approach are a tendency for, the the 
estimated formants to bias towards the nearest pitch harmonic and an increase in the amount of 
computation required for parameterisation. Finally, it is the principal of the order average model and 
not the particular interpretation described in this paper that we wish to emphasise. 
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